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With the increased need to support our online and commuting students, the Center for 

Academic Development proposes to provide online tutoring in core subjects.  Provided in this 

document are online support options and our recommendation for the pilot program. 
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Executive Summary 
 

Goal of Project 
With the increased need to support UMKC’s online and commuting students, the Center for Academic 

Development (CAD) proposes to provide online tutoring in core subjects.  Currently, CAD offers walk-

in tutoring for a number of math courses, as well as general chemistry, some biology, and more 

recently, physics support, too.  The goal of online tutoring is to replicate these same onsite services in a 

digital environment, especially to students who may not otherwise be able to visit the tutoring center in 

person.  Thus, online tutoring will be an extension of the current tutoring services we offer in which 

students can “walk-in” to receive one-to-one and/or one-to-many tutorial support. 

The online extension of tutoring will offer a superior service that places student success as its top 

priority.  The recommended implementation plan for this pilot program will provide positive, 

engaging, experiences in order to increase academic performance and retain students. 

Recommendation 
We recommend that UMKC implements an extension of our current onsite tutoring services with 

additional robust online resources.  These services, described here, include marketing, 

tracking/reporting, online resource development, online collaboration, and the creation of “one-stop-

shop” tutoring software. 

We recommend that UMKC does not outsource tutoring services, but rather extend its current tutoring 

services to an online format utilizing existing collaboration software, developing new lobby software, 

and using UMKC students to provide these services.  This solution is more costly than outsourcing, but 

we believe that our tutoring program can provide a better learning experience for students, which 

should increase academic performance and retention.  In addition, in-house, online tutoring provides 

needed jobs to student workers and also benefits them in the areas of academics and leadership.   

Our hope is that the in-house, online tutoring model which we will develop will serve as a model for 

other tutoring services at UMKC and other institutions in the UM system.  We also believe that the 

lobby software that will need to be developed will benefit all student support services moving online at 

UMKC or at additional institutions across the country. 
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Recommended Implementation Plan 
o Add Blackboard “Tutoring” button to all courses. 

 Cost: None 

 Timeline: Fall 2011 

o Implement online resource website (forum) and develop additional video content. 

 Cost: Negligible 

 Timeline: Development – Fall 2011; Go live – Spring 2012 

o Provide full integration of TutorTrac for tutoring services. 

 Cost: $800 (yearly subscription fee) 

 Timeline: Fall 2011 

o Extend tutoring services with In-House, Online Tutoring. 

 Fall 2011 – Pilot appointment-based, one-to-one, online math tutoring using experienced 

tutors providing additional technology and techniques training.  Develop digital resources 

for tutors. 

 Spring 2012 – Extend appointment-based, one-on-one, online tutoring to chemistry and 

physics.  Purchase additional hardware to support additional tutors. Increase math online 

tutors, if needed, based on previous semester’s usage.  Pilot drop-in online math tutoring if 

lobby software is integrated and tested.   

 Summer 2012 – Pilot “blended” onsite tutoring. 

 Fall 2012 – Full integration of online tutoring services in subjects of math, chemistry, and 

physics providing both appointment-based and drop-in tutoring options.  This will largely 

be dependent upon development of lobby software. 

 Spring 2013 – Adjust number of online tutors and available hours, based on usage.  

Consider addition of other subject areas.  Consider extension of training services and 

software to other tutoring programs (i.e., The Writing Center, The Language Lab, and 

Accounting tutoring). 

 Cost: $55,000 (FS11 – SP13); $28,500 annually thereafter. Cost does not include development 

of the lobby software. 

o Provide “One-Stop-Shop” lobby software in Blackboard for student support services. 

 Cost: To be studied. 
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Introduction 
In May of 2011, we provided an online tutoring survey to the UMKC undergraduate student body (see 

additional documentation) in order to assess their interest in online tutoring and online resources.  Of 

the possible 7,050 undergraduate students sent this email, 379 (5.4%) completed the survey. 

 

Results: 

 

 78% of respondents indicated interest in using free online tutoring. 

 65% indicated interest in the area of math, followed by chemistry, and biology. 

 Participants interested in online tutoring indicated that the best times to offer this service would 

be Sunday through Thursday from 5pm to 11pm. 

 97% of all participants indicated interest in online support resources, such as example videos. 

 

Research into online tutoring was conducted, as were discussions with students, staff, and faculty in 

order to determine best practices and address the needs of UMKC students.  

 

The proposal first addresses online resources.  This includes directing students to existing online 

resources, as well as creating and developing new resources.  Students rarely seek out tutoring as their 

first line of academic support; rather, they usually look for online resources, such as video tutorials.  

Thus, we should develop this resource and direct students here first to support their immediate needs, 

which may help reduce traffic to our tutoring services. 

 

The next area addressed in the proposal is data collection.  In order to show the program’s 

effectiveness, data collection will be necessary.  

 

Finally, the proposal addresses online tutoring options.  We provide an outsourcing solution and an in-

house solution.  There could also be a combination of the two; however, we are not including this 

option at this time.  Results from the online tutoring survey indicated that online tutoring services were 

desired most from 5pm to 11pm, Sunday thru Thursday. The in-house solution would provide this 

coverage and more; the outsourcing solution would provide 24-7 support; a combination of these 

solutions would also provide complete 24-7 coverage, but actually, only a small number of students 

expressed interest in hours outside those offered by the in-house solution.  Follow-up surveys post-

implementation will guide considerations for revisiting future support times. 

 

Additional documentation is included in this proposal to provide details and additional information 

about this pilot. 

Blackboard “Tutoring” Button 
 

Overview 

One of the simplest and most cost-effective marketing tools to inform students of available academic 

support services is to place a “Tutoring” button on every Blackboard course site.  As every course 
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offered at UMKC is automatically provided a Blackboard site, a “Tutoring” button on the left-side 

navigation can provide students with an easy-to-recognize link that will direct them to a “one-stop-

shop” website identifying all academic support services offered at UMKC.  The Library has 

implemented this feature in Blackboard already.  It will be the responsibility of CAD to keep this site 

updated and for all academic departments to inform CAD of additional academic support services they 

may offer. 

Implementation/Timeline 

This feature can be implemented easily by Fall 2011.  CAD currently has a website that provides this 

information. 

Cost of Implementation 

None. 

 

Development of Online Resources 
 

Overview 

An easy and effective means of academic support is access to online resources.  A majority of students 

turn to this option first before seeking tutoring.  Many options exist, including free websites such as the 

Khan Academy, MIT’s OpenCourseWare, and our own Dr. Richard Delaware’s College Algebra and 

Calculus I videos; pay websites are available as well, such as Cramster.com or Hotmath.com.  Students 

are looking for online resources; from the online student survey, 97% had interest in a UMKC online 

resource site (with 75% being interested or highly interested).  Students also provided comments 

affirming this.  

Our recommendation would be to develop a UMKC online resource forum.  This site would be 

moderated by UMKC staff, faculty, and graduate students, but content could be contributed by all.  

The idea is to take the UMKC courses that we currently support and develop an online academic 

resource forum to complement these courses.  Faculty and academic support staff would add content in 

the form of links and videos.  Students would also be able to contribute to the forum by providing 

additional links and resources they have found on the internet.  Students, staff, and faculty would be 

able to rate submissions so that the most useful resources on the web would be easily identifiable to 

students.  Thus, content submission and organization would be distributed amongst all users. 

In addition, faculty and academic support staff would develop new video content to contribute to this 

forum, our UMKC YouTube channel, and hopefully to iTunes U, in an effort to reach as many students 

as possible.  These videos would address popular example problems and challenging concepts.  These 
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new media resources would provide additional marketing for and recognition to our institution.  We 

have already found this to be the case with Dr. Delaware’s lectures series.  

Having UMKC oversee this forum (with disclaimers included) would give validity to its content.  This 

forum would be open to all, so that other educators and students could contribute.  As a result, other 

institutions could then direct their students to the UMKC forum as a quality resource for students. This 

would be in line with our mission statement, to “support student success with new, proactive 

intervention systems and programs.” 

Implementation 

Working with University Communications, Information Access, and faculty, the structure of the 

website should be relatively simple to create.  Initial content would be submitted by faculty, graduate 

students, and academic support staff, and then marketed to students.  The website would subsequently 

expand on its own; faculty and/or graduate students would act as moderators to help reduce spam.  

However, most educational and professional forums have members that self-moderate, reducing the 

UMKC oversight responsibilities. 

Timeline 

Forum Development 

Website structure, design, and creation could begin during Summer 2011.  Faculty support and content 

addition would take place in Fall 2011.  The forum site would go live beginning in the Spring 2012 

semester.  The site would then grow continued support from faculty and academic support staff. 

Video Content Development 

Video content creation would be addressed in discussions regarding the development of the forum.  

Faculty will be asked to help identify challenging concepts and popular example problems.  Then, in  

working with the video production team, recording times would be arranged to capture these 

demonstrations in the studio.  These productions would start in Fall 2011 and continue as long as 

faculty and academic support staff see the need to add new video content. 

Cost of Implementation 

We believe that the services, videos, and/or content for this forum are reflective of support already 

being by the departments, but likely in a less cohesive, organized fashion.  Thus, the cost to implement 

this part of the pilot should be negligible.   

Regarding the time and effort provided by faculty for development and oversight of the forum, we are 

hopeful that administrators and faculty will see the benefits of this endeavor, and will recognize that it 

will actually minimal time and effort from them.  Ideally, they will agree to provide this support 

without additional compensation.  
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TutorTrac Integration 
 

Overview 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of implementing online tutoring, data collection will be 

essential.  This would need to include collection of data from both onsite and online tutoring services, 

for the purpose of comparison.  A widely used educational software platform called TutorTrac  would 

enable us to systematically collect the type of data we need to conduct meaningful outcomes analyses 

of these programs.  Program Coordinators could reduce their time spent on data collection and 

analyses, and instead focus their efforts on training, quality assurance, and program expansion.  To 

date, the integration of TutorTrac has been very slow, yet it is our utmost desire that the TutorTrac 

software be fully integrated into both the onsite and online tutoring services by Fall 2011.  Staff need 

time to familiarize themselves with this software, in order to understand its features and limitations, 

prior to our expansion of services when moving to the Student Success Center in Fall 2012. 

Cost of Implementation 

The Writing Center has used TutorTrac software for several years and has paid for its full cost ($800) 

independently of any other departments.  Should we partner with the Writing Center, we may be able 

to share their license in order to save costs.  However, if it is determined that our needs for TutorTrac 

differ too significantly from those of the Writing Center, we may need to purchase our own license.  

This issue will need to be explored.  
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Pilot Program Options 
 

Option 1: NetTutor   (Outsourcing option) 

 

Overview 

Referencing the recommendation in the July 7, 2010 report by Teresa Thiel, Associate Dean of the 

College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL) to Steve Graham (see 

additional documentation), we contacted a representative of NetTutor to request information about 

their services.  Not only did they provide the information we requested, they made a visit to our 

campus to meet with CAD and other faculty and staff.  Provided here is an overview of NetTutor’s 

services.  

Review/Comments 

During the NetTutor visit, we were provided with a live demonstration of the services offered by an 

online live tutor.  We asked the tutor to assist with a Calculus I problem taken directly from the online 

Calculus I course we offer at UMKC.  This problem was specifically chosen because it represents a 

common problem that students would find challenging, and it would test the technology of NetTutor 

by requiring the use of graphing and math symbols that are difficult to duplicate with traditional 

software. 

During the session, the tutor communicated with us via text by typing on the integrated whiteboard of 

their software.  Even though they had the capabilities to also use audio and video, only the whiteboard 

and text communication was utilized.  When we asked the representatives why they were not using the 

full capabilities of their software, they replied that most clients (students) preferred this method of 

communication.  However, this process was extremely cumbersome and slow.  What could have been 

answered in less than a minute dragged on into ten minutes, and all that was provided was simple 

answers to basic questions and concepts through text communication.   

In addition, the problem that we had selected was in a Word document.  There was no easy way to 

copy and paste the question in their Whiteboard software.  The NetTutor Whiteboard software has a 

screen capturing option, but it failed to work.  We had to re-type the text and try to draw the calculus 

problem with a mouse in order to provide the tutor with the content to discuss.  This process took 

entirely too long and was very discouraging.  We felt our students would feel the same way, too.  

During the course of the presentation, we actually never did get to the core of the problem.  As 

students, we agreed we would not wish to use this service again. 

However, there were aspects of the service we liked.  The tutor was trained well in Socratic questioning 

techniques and did not just “do” the problem.  All tutors were trained and located in NetTutor’s facility 

in Florida.  When NetTutor sets up their service with an institution, they make contacts with faculty 
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and develop a “rules for engagement” document.  This document allows tutors to effectively work 

with students and adhere to the wishes of the faculty.  Also, TetTutor offers assistance for a number of 

subject areas and offers coverage for of the majority of the week; math support is offered 24/7.  

Tutoring in the subjects of math and English is offered by English and Spanish speaking tutors.  In 

addition, NetTutor provides reporting on the usage of their services, and offers a very competitive rate 

of about $29 per hour. 

 Implementation/Timeline 

This service could be fully implemented by Spring 2012, provided that UMKC faculty members 

communicated their content to NetTutor in a timely fashion.  Services would be offered for a selected 

number of courses in Fall 2011 as a small pilot. 

Estimated Cost 

If 20% of the students who used the Math and Science Resource Center during the Spring 2011 

semester used this online service instead, *costs per semester would run: 

(*at $29 per hour and averaging a 20 minute tutoring session) 

(300 students) X (20 minutes per student) = 6000 minutes or 100 hours  $2900 per semester 

Annual Budget Needed to Implement: $8,000 to $10,000 

Standard Pricing for NetTutor Services: 

Contract Hours Cost per hour 

Hourly Rate (no contract) $29 

Block of 100+  $28 

Block of 300+ $27 

Block of 500+ $26 

 

 

Considerations: Pros 

 Competitive cost of $29 per hour for actual tutoring time (not $29 per session). 

 No UMKC administrative or training costs. 

 No cost when service is not used.  In-house tutors are paid even when no one uses the service 

when offered. 

 Numerous subject areas are supported. 

 Spanish tutoring is available in some disciplines. 

 Service can be implemented/offered almost immediately. 

 Tutors are highly qualified with onsite supervision and training. 

 NetTutor works closely with faculty regarding services they provide. 

Reporting features on usage of service. 

 Fairly short wait times to “meet” with a tutor. 
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 Software provides queuing system to manage students.  

Considerations: Cons 

 Tutors do not know faculty members or courses taught; they just know content. 

 Outsourcing of potential UMKC student jobs. 

 No group tutoring options, only one-to-one tutoring. 

 The tutors’ personalities can’t be communicated well through text chat.  Thus, it is difficult for 

students to build relationships with the tutors.  Without that bond, they may be less likely to 

return to the service. 

 The cumbersome demonstration caused us to suspect that UMKC students might have the same 

experience and not return to use the service. 

 

Option 2: In-house Online Tutoring 
 

Overview 

Online tutoring is an extension of onsite tutoring.  Dr. Teresa Thiel, Associate Dean of the College of 

Arts and Sciences at UMSL, provided a report to the University of Missouri System regarding online 

tutoring (see additional documentation).  She indicated that all four UM campuses use some form of 

onsite tutoring.  In her report, Dr. Thiel recommended NetTutor because of the following reasons: 

quality/efficacy of tutoring, ease of access and integration with Blackboard, breadth of subjects offered, 

satisfaction of current users, and value.  In recent communications with Dr. Thiel, she indicated that 

UMSL has implemented NetTutor over the past academic year in all areas through their Blackboard 

interface (at no cost to students).  They have not yet compiled a report on the usage and attitudes of 

students using this service, but her impression is that online tutoring is “not used as much as we would 

like.”  

To encourage the use of tutoring services, marketing plays a key role, but a student’s experience of 

using the service is far more important.  Since online tutoring is an extension of onsite tutoring, 

students’ experiences should be similar in both environments.  Students need help with understanding 

new concepts, and tutoring provides assistance with this learning process.  A major challenge that 

prevents implementation of online tutoring is being able to offer the same experience online, as onsite.   

The Onsite Experience 

Student needing assistance first seek out information on where onsite tutoring is offered and when it is 

available.  Students can then “drop-in” to the onsite tutoring facility when it fits into their schedules.  

Students sign-in and get settled at a workspace.  Usually, a tutor greets them and provides some basic 

instructions as to how to get a tutor’s attention when they need help.  Students will raise their hands to 

visit with a tutor, or they may join a small group that is discussing the same question(s) they may have.  

At times, a tutor may have students refer to their textbooks or to other resources for help.  A tutor may 
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also have students go to a whiteboard to present their work.  A common practice is for students to 

present their homework for a tutor to review, in order to clear up any misconceptions or identify flaws 

in the homework.  After students receive the help they were seeking, they pack up, sign-out, and 

possibly fill out a comment card or complete an online survey regarding their experiences.  Can this 

experience be replicated online?  We believe the answer is yes. 

The Online Experience 

Current conferencing technologies can provide a similar collaboration experience in an online format. 

To illustrate this, we will use the conferencing software, Wimba.  All four campuses in the UM system 

support this software (although we recommend Abode Connect Pro Meeting – details later).  When a 

student or students enter into a Wimba online classroom, all participants can communicate through 

chat (not preferred), audio, video, whiteboard, and/or application sharing.  If a question regarding a 

problem in a textbook is presented, the tutor, who has access to prepared digital files, can bring up that 

particular file for discussion and use the whiteboard tools to work out and/or provide comments on 

that particular problem.  Students in the classroom can be given the ability to use the same mark-up 

tools (by “going to the [virtual] whiteboard”) to demonstrate their skills and knowledge on the subject.  

Limitations arise when using math and chemistry symbols, as none of the major conferencing software 

solutions support these symbols.  However, if tutors use writing tablets, this obstacle can be overcome.  

Also, as touch screens become more prevalent, this dilemma will be solved, as all students will have a 

touch screen and will be able to write on the whiteboard.  Using application sharing, tutors and 

students can use digital textbooks to reference content, and they can use course specific software to 

graph equations or conduct computations.  The common practice of a student presenting their 

homework does lead to additional challenges.  However, instructions can be provided to the student 

on how to prepare their homework in a digital format prior to the online tutoring session, so that 

homework help can be provided.  The most common issue that hinders the tutoring experience online 

is student hardware capabilities.  Again, this issue can be minimized with clear instructions to students 

prior to tutoring sessions (i.e., that microphones are required for voice communication).  In addition, 

prior to entering into an online tutoring session, the better conferencing solution programs, including 

Wimba, require students to perform tests on their personal computers to ensure that up-to-date 

software is installed and that voice and video hardware are working correctly.  Thus, the collaborative 

learning environment can be closely replicated online. 

Online Environment Issue 

The major issue that causes the online tutoring environment to differ from the onsite tutoring 

environment is the communication in the “lobby” (online) compared to the communication in the 

“tutoring center” (onsite).  Onsite, a student physically enters into a room, signs-in, and examines the 

room to see how many students are in the room; the student tries to ascertain his/her place “in line,” so 

he/she can judge how long it may take to receive help.  The student might also try to assess if there are 

other students already working on the same content, so s/he might be able to join this small group.  
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These aspects of an onsite tutoring environment greatly impacts the student’s decision on whether or 

not to use the service.  When a student enters into a tutoring site, it must be welcoming, organized, and 

provide immediate information as to how to use the service. 

Currently, none of the available conferencing software solutions offer an online “lobby” area that 

replicates this process in the onsite “tutoring center.”  The online lobby would need to collect data by 

having students sign in.  Information on available tutors would need to be provided, in addition to a 

queuing system, in which first-come students would be helped first.  Also needed in the lobby would 

be information on group tutoring sessions available to join.  There exist customer service software 

solutions that have queuing features to address incoming clients.  However, these solutions model 

scenarios similar to standing in line at the DMV.  The customer holds a position in line and waits to 

meet one-on-one with a representative.  The DMV controls traffic and does not let customers jump 

lines.  There is not the opportunity to meet in a group.  Also, if a particular representative is great, the 

customer does not get to choose that representative, even though the customer prefers that individual.   

There exist similar “lobby” software solutions in the gaming world.  A person enters into an online 

lobby with other gamers ready to start a multiplayer game.  Gamers can chat with one other and select 

which type of game they would like to join.  This solution is usually hosted and developed by the 

particular gaming company on their servers.  If the goal for online tutoring is to extend the same 

services and replicate the same environment as onsite tutoring, a lobby software solution must be 

implemented. 

“One-Stop-Shop” Lobby Software for Student Support Services 

The concept of online tutoring was presented to representatives from UMKC’s Information Access (IA) 

department.  These discussions yielded the conclusion that appointment-based, one-to-one online 

tutoring could easily be implemented with our current conferencing software, plus information as to 

how to set up tutoring appointments.  The “lobby” would need further research, but we are confident 

that with the talented programmers and designers in IA, the development of a lobby software product 

could be realized with the proper resources.  This lobby software, in conjunction with the conferencing 

software, could provide an online academic support model easily replicated by other departments on 

campus and further extended to our sister campuses.  Additionally, lobby software integrated into 

Blackboard could also provide a solution to many student support services moving online.  Lobby 

software would benefit Admissions, Financial Aid, Cashiers, and Records, for instance, as those are all 

departments that would need an online lobby to manage student customer support in a virtual setting.  

Thus, lobby software would provide a “one-stop-shop” for student support services in Blackboard. 

Vision for Online Lobby for Tutoring 

A student would navigate to the online tutoring website that would provide times and available 

subject areas.  The student would then use their single sign-on to enter a secure site.  The next screen 

would pull the students’ current courses and ask in which course assistance was needed.  The student’s 
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response would direct him/her to the proper lobby (i.e., a math, chemistry, and/or writing lobby).  Once 

the student is in the requested lobby, information regarding the type of tutoring services, available 

tutors, and how to use the lobby would be provided.  For example, when Susan enters the math lobby 

for college algebra help, she sees that there are three tutors available.  One tutor is offering one-to-one 

tutoring and has three students in the queue, displaying an average tutor session time of 15.3 minutes.   

Another tutor is holding an open tutoring session, in which anyone can sit in and participate; that 

tutor’s status indicates he is working with students on calculus I and there are four students in that 

session.  The final tutor is also holding an open tutoring session, but her status indicates she is working 

on college algebra chapter 4 problems with ten students participating.  So, Susan has a choice to wait in 

line to get one-on-one help, but it may take up to 45 minutes to be helped, or she can join an open 

session to be helped more quickly.  This scenario is similar to an onsite experience and is capable of 

becoming reality. 

Other Considerations of In-house Tutoring 

Providing onsite tutoring can be costly, as there are times when tutors are being paid to sit and wait. 

Online tutoring is often offered to augment support when onsite tutoring is not offered (closed).  This 

after-hours support can be even more costly if not managed correctly.  For both onsite and online 

tutoring, supervisors must schedule support that best meets the students’ needs and manage costs. 

Onsite tutoring needs a physical building to house tutors and students.  Online tutoring needs 

hardware and software to connect the tutors with students. 

All tutors need training and supervision.  Some additional training would be needed for online tutors 

to learn about the hardware and software, as well as about additional collaboration techniques to use in 

virtual environments.  Supervisors can easily “drop in” on online sessions, just as they can with onsite 

sessions.  Online sessions have the benefit of being recorded for training purposes. 

Implementation 

Hiring and Training Tutors 

Online tutors will need to be well qualified, have tutoring experience, and be very engaging. 

Candidates will be selected based on good communication skills, personality, and content knowledge. 

Additional training will need to be provided regarding hardware and software.  Online tutors should 

be offered a higher pay level than that of other tutors because of these additional skills and 

responsibilities. 

Online Environment 

Lobby Interface 

As discussed above, in order to provide a “drop-in” tutoring environment online, a lobby program 

would need to be developed.  Until then, appointment-based, one-to-one, online tutoring can be 
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implemented.  TutorTrac has a feature for scheduling tutors; we would like to use this service for the 

pilot phase. 

Collaboration (Tutoring) Interface 

Currently, UMKC uses Wimba Classroom for its conferencing software (which soon will be phased out 

and replaced with Blackboard Collaborate, Blackboard’s integration of Elluminate).  Using Wimba 

Classroom or Blackboard Collaborate would not pose any cost for this project.  However, after 

reviewing several conferencing software packages, our recommendation is to instead use Adobe 

Connect Pro Meeting.  UMKC does not have a license for this product, but UM-Columbia does.  They 

will provide us with access to Connect for a cost (described below).  For justification of Adobe Connect 

Pro Meeting over Wimba Classroom, please refer to the review of Adobe Connect Pro Meeting in the 

attached additional documentation. 

Blended Tutoring 

One solution to extending tutoring online is to allow online students to interact with onsite tutors and 

onsite students.  This can be accomplished by setting up an interactive display onsite.  Onsite tutors can 

offer an online session that incorporates both onsite and online students.  Using the same collaboration 

software, tutors assist both onsite and online students on the interactive display, addressing questions 

from either type of student, in one location.  This will be referred to as a “blended” tutoring session.  

Thus, online students can see what is presented, as can onsite students.  In addition, onsite and online 

students can present in the virtual session, engaging with one other.  Blending live onsite tutoring 

extends services outside of the onsite facility, increasing online support without increasing costs. 
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Vision of Fully Implemented Services 

Current Onsite Service 

Days Onsite Tutoring 

Monday and Thursday 9am – 5pm 

Tuesday and Wednesday 9am – 8pm 

Friday 9am – 3pm 

 

Purposed Integrated Services 

Days Onsite Tutoring Online Tutoring  

Sunday   6pm – 11pm (OLO) 

Monday  9am – 5pm 9am – 5pm (B) 6pm – 11pm (OLO) 

Tuesday 9am – 8pm 9am – 8pm (B) 6pm – 11pm (OLO) 

Wednesday 9am – 8pm 9am – 8pm (B) 6pm – 11pm (OLO) 

Thursday 9am – 5pm 9am – 5pm (B) 6pm – 11pm (OLO) 

Friday 9am – 3pm 9am – 3pm (B)  

 *B – blended with onsite service OLO – online only service 

Therefore, the fully implemented integrated service model increases the number of hours of service 

from 44 per week to 65 hours per week and reaching a larger audience by offering blended onsite 

tutoring. 

Timeline 

Appointment-based, one-to-one, online tutoring can be implemented beginning Fall 2011.  Math is 

planned to be supported first, as indicated as students’ top request in the online tutoring survey.  

Additional subjects, chemistry and physics, will be added to this service beginning in Spring 2012. 

Further expansion of the online tutoring service to support drop-in tutoring will be dependent upon 

the development of the Lobby Interface software.  It is possible that this could be piloted in Spring 2012 

if this project was given priority and resources; or it could be outsourced.  A more realistic timeframe 

for completion and testing, if done in-house, would be Fall 2012. 

Further expansion of online academic support to other departments and campuses would be possible 

in 2013, after full implementation and evaluation of the tutoring service. 
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Estimated Cost 

 

DESCRIPTION FS2011 SP2012 SS2012 FS2012 SP2013 Total 

Salary & Wages 
$12 for 
80 hours 

$12 for 
160 hours 

$12 for 40 
hours 

$12 for 
900 hours 

$12 for  
1000 hours 

  

MSRC Tutors $960.00 $1,920.00 $480.00 $10,800.00 $12,000.00 $26,160.00 

MSRC Tutors (8% FICA) $76.80 $153.60 $38.40 $864.00 $960.00 $2,092.80 

Operating Expenses             

Hardware $3,000.00 $9,000.00  $10,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $24,000.00 

Software       $900.00 $300.00 $1,200.00 

Software Development           $0.00 

Marketing $200.00         $200.00 

Books (Textbooks/resource 
books) 

$500.00         $500.00 

Total            $54,152.80 

 

Hardware Costs Explained: 

In order to effectively tutor in the math and science subjects, special symbols are used that are not 

easily reproduced on the computer.  Therefore, we will need to purchase writing tablets for tutors to 

write these symbols as they tutor in the sessions.  These tablets will also need to be portable since many 

of the tutoring sessions will be supported after hours.  Tutors will have the ability to take the portable 

tablets home and offer their services when our onsite facilities are closed.  Cost for a portable writing 

tablet is about $1,000.  Plans for offering after-hours tutoring will include assigning a writing tablet for 

each online tutor available at that time.  Ultimately, we would like to support ten tutors and thus 

purchase ten tablets.  An additional $1,000 per semester is budgeted for replacement and expansion 

costs. 

Additional hardware will also be needed for setting up blended onsite tutoring.  This includes an 

interactive display, computer, document scanner, webcam, and Bluetooth headset.  The estimated cost 

for one system is between $4,000 and $5,000.  Costs can be reduced by using current hardware already 

in place in CAD.  Plans are to set up two systems; one for math and one for chemistry.  Thus, set up of 

these systems are projected on the high end of $10,000. 

Software Costs Explained: 

If Adobe Connect Pro Meeting was used as the conferencing software, UMKC does not have a license 

for it, but UM-Columbia does.  Columbia would make it available to us on a pay-as-you-go basis.  The 

user would pay a one-time fee of $450 to set up a departmental web page.  Then, the user would pay 

$150 per named user/room, which would allow up to 100 participants per meeting.  Anything larger 

than that would require a special price quote. 
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Lobby Software Development Costs Explained: 

This cost has not yet been determined.  UMKC could absorb the costs, if developed by our 

programmers at UMKC.  It could also be outsourced and developed by an outside vendor.  Costs for 

outsourcing have not yet been researched. 

Budget Needed to Reach Full Implementation:  

$54,152.80 (excluding costs of lobby software development) 

 

Annual Budget after Full Implementation: 

 

DESCRIPTION Fall Spring Summer Total 

Salary & Wages 
$12 for 
1000 hours 

$12 for  
1000 hours 

$12 for  
50 hours 

  

MSRC Tutors $12,000.00 $12,000.00 $600.00 $24,600.00 

MSRC Tutors (8% FICA) $960.00 $960.00 $48.00 $1,968.00 

Operating Expenses         

Hardware $1,000.00 
  

$1,000.00 

Software    - 

Software Development       - 

Marketing       $200.00 

Books (Textbooks/resource 
books) 

      $500.00 

Total        $28,286.00 

 

Note:  Hardware cost is for replacement of damage or lost equipment.  No anticipated additional software needed. 

Other costs such as training and supplies will be part of the MSRC budget. 

 

Considerations: Pro 

 Provide UMKC students with a superior experience and support, which will in turn, increase 

academic performance and retention. 

 Provide UMKC tutors with work and leadership experience. 

 Develop an online support model that could be implemented across campus (and possibly to 

other institutions). 

 Tutors know professors and courses, so tutoring is more contextual. 

 Tutors can build relationship with students, so they will return to the service. 

 Fully implemented services will allow for large-group online tutoring, to easily handle exam 

reviews when the need is greatest. 

Considerations: Cons 

 Costly to implement (salaries, hardware, and software). 

 Must provide supervision and training, which increase costs of program. 

 Service is not always cost effective during support hours. In-house tutors are paid even when 

no one uses the service when offered. 

 Need to develop lobby software in order to fully implement. 
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 Implementation takes some time (thus a gradual integration of services is planned). 

Additional Documentation 

UMKC Online Tutoring Survey Report 

Report on Online Tutoring Services – Dr. Teresa Thiel 

Adobe Connect Pro Meeting Discussion 

NetTutor Documents: 

 UMKC’s Student Retention Plan 

 An Introduction to NetTutor 

 LSI Products and Services 

 LSI White Paper – Tutoring Cost Analysis 
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1.		Introduction	

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the student survey was to collect information regarding students’ 

likelihood of using online tutoring services and resources, what subjects to support, and 

when to offer these services.  

1.2 Scope 

Data collected will help develop pilot online tutoring program for UMKC students. 

2. Survey Lifecycle 

2.1 Development 

A variety of tutorial surveys were researched in developing the survey.  Additional 

questions were added in order to provide data to compare with offsite tutoring services.  

After consultations with Larry Bunce of Institutional Research, the survey was refined to 

solicit the desired data. 

2.2 Feasibility study 

The survey provided information that had not been collected before from UMKC 

students.  As a result, the students’ input will help determine the services provided in the 

pilot of online tutoring.  This should save time, money, and effort in the development of 

the pilot program and will guide further expansion. 

2.3 Approval from Institutional Research and SAEM 

The survey was submitted to Institutional Research and the Office of Student Affairs and 

Enrollment Management (SAEM) for their approval. After approval was received, the 

survey was distributed to students for completion. 

2.4 Information and data collection 

Information and data were collected through SurveyMonkey.com.  SurveyMonkey.com is 

on online surveying service that has been approved by UMKC to collect survey data from 

different populations, including UMKC students.  To provide an incentive to complete 

the survey, students who finished the survey were entered into a drawing for a $100 
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Amazon.com gift card.  Survey invitations were distributed by email to respectively 

7,050 undergraduates (as of FS2010) through The Office of SAEM.  Of the 7,050 

students, 379 (5.4%) completed the survey. 

 

3.	Survey	Summary	of	Results	

Surveys Attempted: 384        Surveys Completed: 379 (98.7%) 

Question 1: Academic Status of Participants 

 

Question 2: Likelihood of Using Free Online Tutoring 

 

13.60%

17.80%

31.80%

36.70% Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

36.10%

42.70%

14.70%

6.50%

To a Great Extent.

Somewhat.

Very Little.

Not at All.
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Question 3: Subject Areas in Which Participants Would Use Online 
Tutoring* 

 

*Only participants who selected To a Great Extent or Somewhat in question 2 were given the opportunity to answer 
this question. 

Note: Other areas are listed in the detailed data in the appendix. 

 

Question 4: When To Offer Online Tutoring* 

2am-5am 5am-8am 8am-11am 11am-2pm 2pm-5pm 5pm-8pm 8pm-11pm 11pm-2am 

Sunday 7% 6% 24% 43% 59% 69% 63% 25% 

Monday 4% 5% 20% 29% 42% 66% 63% 23% 

Tuesday 4% 5% 19% 31% 42% 66% 63% 23% 

Wednesday 4% 5% 20% 30% 42% 66% 63% 23% 

Thursday 4% 5% 19% 32% 41% 67% 61% 23% 

Friday 4% 5% 23% 32% 42% 60% 53% 24% 

Saturday 6% 7% 36% 55% 59% 60% 56% 29% 

*Only participants who selected To a Great Extent or Somewhat in question 2 were given the opportunity to answer 
this question. 

65.20%

31.10%

47.40% 48.50%

32.40%

0.00%
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20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%
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Question 5: Level of Interest in Online Support Resources 

 

 

Question 6: Please Share any Thoughts Regarding Online Tutoring and /or 
Online Resources  
 

Question 6 allowed all participants to provide additional comments regarding online tutoring.  
These comments are provided in the appendix and will be used for development and 
informational purposes. 

4. Analysis of Results 

 78% of respondents indicated interest in using free online tutoring. 

 65% indicated interest in the area of math, followed by chemistry, and biology. 

 Participants interested in online tutoring indicated that the best times to offer this 

service would be Sunday through Thursday from 5pm to 11pm. 

 97% of all participants indicated interest in online support resources, such as example 

videos. 

5.	Conclusion	

This survey provided data that will help in the development of the online tutoring pilot.  Virtually 

all respondents were interested in online resources, such as example videos. Thus, the 

development and implementation of a resource website should be made a priority.  A majority of 

respondents also expressed interest in an online tutoring service, thus supporting justification to 

43.80%

31.40%

21.60%

3.20%

Very interested.

Interested.

Slightly interested.

Not interested.
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pilot the project.  Math will be the first area to be supported for the pilot project.  It appears that 

online tutoring support should be launched in the evenings, Sunday through Thursday. 

6.	Appendix	

6.1 Email Invitation to Complete Online Survey 
 

From: UMKC Student Affairs Announcements  
Sent: Monday, May 02, 2011 6:34 AM 
To: UMKC Undergraduate Students All Non HSCP 
Subject: Survey: Online Tutoring Services 

 

Dear Students: 

As part of the University’s strategic focus on student success, we are conducting a 

survey to gauge your interest regarding online tutoring and online resource videos.  This 

information will be used to help develop additional academic support to ensure UMKC is 

meeting your needs to be a successful student.  

Your feedback is extremely important and the survey should take only about 5 minutes 

to complete.  Your responses will be kept strictly confidential and your individual 

information will not be shared.  Please complete the survey by May 13th.   

The survey is available at:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/85H6NX2 

In appreciation of your time to take the survey, participants will have the opportunity to 

be entered into a drawing for a $100 Amazon.com gift card.  

Thank you in advance for your help. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mel Tyler 

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management 
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6.2 Survey Questions and Detailed Results 
Q1. Please identify your academic status. 

Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Freshman 13.60% 52 
Sophomore 17.80% 68 
Junior 31.80% 121 
Senior 36.70% 140 

answered 
question 381 
skipped 
question 3 

Q2. Please rate how likely you would use online tutoring if it was offered as a free service to you as 
student. 

Answer Options 
Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

To a Great Extent. 36.10% 138 
Somewhat. 42.70% 163 
Very Little. 14.70% 56 
Not at All. 6.50% 25 

answered 
question 382 
skipped 
question 2 

Q3. What areas would you possibly use online tutoring? (choose all that apply) 

Answer Options 
Response 
Percent Response Count 

Mathematics 65.20% 191 
English Composition 31.10% 91 
Biology 47.40% 139 
Chemistry 48.50% 142 
Other 32.40% 95 

answered 
question 293 
skipped 
question 91 
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Other areas submitted: 
Accounting (6) 
Advanced Accounting 
Advanced Finance 
Advanced Science 
Anatomy (5) 
APA Formatting 
Astronomy 
Biochemistry (2) 
Business (3) 
Computer Science (8) 
Economics (2) 
Education (2) 
Engineering (9) 

Embryology 
Finance (4) 
Foreign Language (12) 
Geology 
History (2) 
Information Tech 
Latin 
Logic (3) 
Ethics 
Medicine (3) 
Music History 
Music Form and Analysis 
Nursing (4) 

Off-campus courses 
Pathophysiology (4) 
Pharmacology (3) 
Philosophy (2) 
Physics (7) 
Physiology (2) 
Political Science 
Psychology (2) 
Sociology 
Spanish (11) 
Statistics (6) 
Strategic Management

 

Q4. For live online tutoring, when would you most likely use this service: 

Answer 
Options 

2am-
5am 

5am-
8am 

8am-
11am 

11am-
2pm 

2pm-
5pm 

5pm-
8pm 

8pm-
11pm

11pm-
2am 

Response 
Count 

Sunday 17 15 61 108 149 174 158 63 251 
Monday 10 14 56 81 116 184 174 65 277 
Tuesday 10 13 53 84 116 181 172 62 275 
Wednesday 10 13 56 85 118 184 176 63 280 
Thursday 10 13 53 89 113 185 169 62 275 
Friday 9 13 55 78 101 144 128 58 241 
Saturday 14 15 79 119 127 130 122 64 217 

answered 
question 298 
skipped 
question 86 

Q5. Indicate your level of interest in online support resources (such as 
sample example videos). 

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count 
Very interested. 43.80% 166 
Interested. 31.40% 119 
Slightly interested. 21.60% 82 
Not interested. 3.20% 12 

answered 
question 379 
skipped question 5 
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Q6. Please share any thoughts regarding online tutoring and/or online resources. 

Answer Options Response Count 
120 

answered question 120 
skipped question 264 
 
Note:  All comments are original with no changes to content. 
 
Comments: 

 I  truly prefer and cherish meeting with a tutor in person. However accessible online 
resources are, they will never be as good as talking with someone. 

 My concern is that I already have some difficulties with accessing other resources, such 
as the online library. I don't have additional time to spend trouble shooting when I could 
be studying. 

 I will most likely not use them, but they could be helpful to others 

 I believe it would be very beneficial being that I do not live in the area and to get 
answers quickly rather than hours later regarding assignments.  Often the hours the 
teacher has available is not convenient for my work schedule. 

 Interesting idea‐‐I'm intrigued to see how this possibility plays out. 

 I think that if there were videos saved online (like tegrity) that would be most beneficial 
because it would allow students with varying schedules to view it on their own time. 

 Currently, there is a collection of youtube videos from Dr. Deleware for several math 
classes.  Although youtube is popular, I don't care for the interface.  I would like these 
videos to be presented in an organized fashion on iTunes Edu. 

 I have no tried online tutoring but I hear it really helps you understand subjects. I am 
willing to try it. 

 Video examples of solutions to problems or a possible skype type situation so the tutor 
could actually see what you are working with versus a chat setting where time is wasted 
in waiting for a response. Online is all about efficiency! 

 I think it would be great if UMKC offered actual online classes.  As a non traditional 
student who works part time and has children, this would help me immensely. 

 This may be a good alternative for students who cannot or do not wish to attend SI due 
to time constraints. 

 I have been able to watch Tegrity classes for some past classes and it has been very 
beneficial for areas I needed to review.  Online tutoring would add to that because I 
could then also ask specific questions and get help with them. 
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 Include upper level math classes 

 I just wouldn't need tutoring for my education classes, but if I was still taking math, 
science, or english, I would love additional online resources. 

 I am a student with disabilities online tutoring and/or online resources.  Would have 
been extremely helpful if it was available.  I struggled my whole entire time at UMKC, 
and found that UMKC is does not have the necessary tools to assist student with 
disability.  This maybe the reason why there are very few student with disability actual 
continue or complete a degree program successful especial at the Bloch School. 

 Watching lectures from different professors might aid in learning.  For example, I visit 
academicearth.org to watch lectures when I feel that I don't understand the material or 
that my teacher is not effectively teaching it. 

 I think it would be a good idea if you made it interactive.  For example, students aren't 
just watching like it was a lecture, rather they give feedback and ask questions through 
an instant messaging client or possibly video chat. 

 This would be a great idea. I currently rely on YouTube for on‐line tutorials with video 

 Definitely a plus for foreign language 

 It will be great for students using online tutoring 

 I think that in order to make something like this successful, a lot of marketing needs to 
take place. I also believe that you should not let just any student become a online tutor. 
Their should be a training process, aa well. I also think it would be beneficial to utilize 
Graduate and PhD level students for this program. 

 Example videos for the core science and mathematics classes would be very helpful. 

 With the distance I live from campus it is extremely inconvienent to make the drive to 
meet with tutors. An online edition would be a wonderful tool for students to utilize! 

 I would like to see more online courses, but if I need tutoring I would rather it be in 
person. That said, I've never used tutoring on campus either, so the fact that I wouldn't 
use online tutoring shouldn't bear much weight compared to others who use these 
resources. 

 It has been my experience that no online resource is a substitute for live interaction in a 
classroom or study group environment. But I believe if these online resources were 
available supplementally or where live interaction is not offered, they would be 
beneficial to the educational experience. 

 Would be a useful link on the Blackboard Organization Student Technology Education 
Portal for RN‐BSN students. 
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 I feel that this would be very helpful to all students. I find myself sometimes not 
connecting with the teacher and end up needing another person to show me examples. 
Another good thing about this would be that you could watch online example as many 
times as you want, until you truly get what your trying to understand. This over all 
would be a great tool for students to achieve sucess. 

 The only thing with on‐line help is how impersonal it is. If the school does decide to go 
ahead with it, I think they should make sure the students and users have easy access to 
a teacher, relating to the topic, who can answer questions and help make things clearer, 
if there is a need. 

 I don't exactly see how online tutoring would work. I wouldn't like it if it's just typing 
back and forth with someone. I would enjoy videos that further explained whatever I'm 
having trouble with. I think being able to re‐watch a teacher's lecture (or watch one 
from another teacher or school) would be very helpful! 

 I have used online tutoring resources that were greatly beneficial to me. I could not 
continue to use them because they were too expensive.  As a non‐traditional student, 
full time employee, mother of a 6 year old, and wife the opportunity to attend school is 
privilege. The luxury of attendng SI sessions or arranging traditional tutor sessions is not 
a viable option. As a Senior I would be more likely to attend graduate school at UMKC if 
this option were available as well as be even more proud to support as an alum. 

 I have never heard anything about online tutoring, and maybe that is why i am so not 
familiar with it! But it is something new, and people are always willing to try new things. 

 I think online tutoring would be helpful, especially in math. Sometimes, math resource 
centers or other tutoring facilities are not always open when they are needed. It's good 
to have a back‐up. 

 An online writing tutor will be extremely important and helpful for me! 

 I look up equations and math problems on  youtub for most of my homework. I believe 
that this would be a wonderful addition to UMKC 

 I love the online video lectures, it is a great supplement to the reading.  I am not one 
who as ever felt the need for a tutor, so i would be highly unlikely to use one online 
either. 

 It sounds like a wonderful opportunity! 

 this would be an added advantage to tegrity classes that my buss. stat professor 
uses.this would enable me to clarify and get answers immediately. i chose evening hours 
since  like most college students i work full time and this is the time we watch the tegrity 
classes as talk on phone about the class.videos would be great like jccc their math dept  
is a good example of this resource 
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 I usually watch the MIT or IIT lectures on YouTube for supplementary instruction. Having 
specific instruction for my specific class would be helpful! 

 I'm always looking up things like career videos or example resumes, so this could be 
convenient. 

 Here's the problem: I'm currently in an online class (Econ 202), and the teacher 
extensively relied on online video lectures ‐ so much, that she did not actually provide 
any in‐class instruction.  Instead of using what was obviously a tool intended to augment 
the learning process, she supplanted it, and that has dramatically decreased the quality 
of the class by preventing two way communication, thus making it harder to learn, and 
making me feel disenfranchised. I feel, as a result, that the teacher has effectively 
sabotaged my learning process. I'm also furious because this teacher has put forth a 
minimum of effort, and has shown minimal concern for the success of her students ‐ 
because she can hide behind online videos (That she didn't even create! They were 
recorded nearly 5 years ago.) 

 I think it may help if students want to do it. I would not make it required though 

 I think it would be a great program, but I would like to see it for higher up classes like 
Calculus I ‐ Calc III and organic chemistry, anatomy, and cell biology, and biochem, and 
micro biology 

 I have never used this type of tutoring, but would be very interested in trying it. 

 Online tutoring needs to have the same effect as speaking with a person face to face.  
There's no substitute to interpersonal interaction.  The immediate feedback is 
invaluable. 

 Would be more interested in providing online tutoring than in receiving the service. 

 I also think, being able to stream lectures online would be extraordinarily helpful! 
Firstly, I usually struggle to keep up w/ taking notes on the lectures, skimming through 
the book to find the problems being addressed, etc.  Being able to re‐listen to a lecture 
would be amazingly beneficial! Especially now, during this crazy time preparing for 
finals. Secondly, many student (myself included) work 30 to 40 hours/week trying to 
support ourselves and pay our tuition bills.  Sometimes, it is not possible to make it to 
class, despite our best efforts.  More flexible lectures (online accessable) would be most 
conducive to both academic and financial success 

 I think this is a GREAT idea. Not all students have the time or the means to get face‐to‐
face tutoring. Online and video tutoring is a great supplement. 

 I believe online tutoring would greatly advantage UMKC students as UMKC is a largely 
commuter campus. Not only do most UMKC students carry a full semester load of 
classes, but they also work 20‐40 hours per week on top of trying to have some sort of 
'normal college experience'. From my personal experience this can be a bit challenging 
but not impossible. Being able to connect to a study resource at asinine hours would 
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greatly benefit anyone who shares my personal position, persons of whom I presume 
are numerous. 

 I think this could be very helpful for many students. 

 This would be great for homework help if a student is stuck on a problem. 

 I think it is a good idea worthy of exploring 

 I am an all online student through the pace office.  I have had a great deal of trouble 
communicating with some of my instructors.  The ones that tend to be more online 
savvy and have their own websites are the most difficult to communicate with.  One I 
emailed approximately 10 times, because I was not able to sign into his website to 
complete any of his online assignments.  Only after I emailed my advisor twice and cc'd 
him in ‐ was I able to log in, and it cost me almost a month of downtime.  The instructors 
need to be accessible via email or phone, and have no less than a mandatory 24 hour 
turn around response time.  We don't have the luxury to ask them questions in class, we 
only have email or phone.  The only reason online is working for me at this point, is my 
sheer determination and personal perseverance to get it done, and as fast as possible. 

 I graduate in 5 days so any suggestion is based on retrospect. If online resources are to 
be offered this needs to include the ability to have live chats, live private chats, the 
ability to submit a scanned or word or any other document that is used for a given 
course. 

 I do hope online tudoring would be available soon 

 If this becomes prevalent in the UMKC system, professors' office hours, TA positions, 
class attendance, and overall comprehension will almost surely decline. Students will 
skip classes thinking the on‐line part is enough, even LESS people will see the TA or visit 
during office hours phasing out the programs' existence all together. There is just no 
substitute for, or equivalent methodology for acquiring, retaining, and applying the 
concepts with a class and expert. Students will continue to become more isolated from 
their institution and EACH OTHER . My prediction and hope is that this will not receive 
enough support, and that enough students see through the plan of keeping students 
off‐campus, because they are less likely to complain, will save parking spaces, 
classrooms, and actual teachers who teach. But for UMKC, clearly the cheaper route is 
the way to go. 

 I think it would greatly benefit students that use it. Especially if you have a teacher that 
doesn't teach the subject the way you learn this can help you overcome that barrier. 

 Online tutoring would be a very convenient option for students who do not live close to 
campus or take online classes. Taking online classes can be frustrating when the 
instructor will not spend individualized time with a student to help them fully 
comprehend things. 
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 It would be nice if the tutors worked out problems and we could watch them work it out 
instead of telling us. 

 Another resource would be a great addition 

 I think it would be great to have it available. If it was available, I'm sure many students 
would end up taking advantage of it whether or not they think they will right now. 

 I think this would be a great resource for students. I wish that this would have been 
available to me as a student. 

 online tutoring would have to be supplemented with in‐person tutoring to be effective. 
it could also be a back‐up for people who can't attend regular tutoring/SI sessions 

 SI sessions are great, but I can't make most of them.  I'd greatly appreciate having 
additional resources at my disposal.  I'd use them quite frequently. 

 in general i do not look for tutors, i like to figure things out on my own. if i did though i 
think an online one would be extremely convenient. 

 I think its very individual. Some people won't be able to benefit from online tutoring just 
like some people cannot benefit from online classes. Sometimes you need face to face 
help/interaction 

 I think that online tutoring might be extremely difficult. Student, who are struggling, 
generally do not understand the problem and for them to try to do a problem via 
directions, would probably not work. Human contact/help is always better. 

 Having access to online practice tests would be helpful. Also, resources for studying for 
standardized tests like the GRE or the LSAT would be very helpful. 

 I think it would be a great service for students taking gen ed courses. I am in my last year 
and student teaching so it would not benefit me. It would be a great thing for other 
students though, and maybe helpful for people who are not able to make SI sessions or 
office hours. 

 I think it is a really good idea, and could really help the students 

 Currently, I don't have a desire to receive tutoring, but I think if it was online, I'd be 
more willing to try it out at least once. 

 I would much rather have a tutor I meet with in person. 

 n/a 

 To better help students while using online mediums I suggest Blackboard become a 
mandatory utilized resource by instructors. 

 If it was set up like a libguide, that would be a great way to organize the content. 
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 I would really appreciate this chance because I don't live close to campus, and I'm not 
on campus every day. I would get the chance to meet with people online and get help 
instead of just guess and hope that I can get to the tutoring center. However, I usually 
cannot get to the tutoring center for my classes because of other class conflicts or of my 
work schedule. 

 Since getting into my higher level courses, I have been using online videos everyday 
especially khanacademy.org. I am a visual and auditory learner. I need to re‐listen to 
lecture and see writing on the board. Now, I have to wait for professors to email me 
back answers to my questions, and sometimes I have to wait 4‐5 days for a response. It 
would be nice. I would use this service EVERYday! Great idea! Thanks so much! 

 Could be a useful tool. 

 Real people work better... set up more SI options. 

 Online tutoring has been a great resource to me in the past, as a college student, 
because you are able to watch the videos again if needed. Whereas sometimes it is hard 
to bring a concept full circle while just looking at notes from class or a tutoring session. 
Tegrity should be used more, in my opinion. 

 Just wondering how does this work, is it gonna be one to one conversation or exchange 
emails? I alway double about video, it's usually too general 

 When you say 'free' you mean you are raising tuition, do you not? Also, all of umkc's 
health students and greek life cheat on everything anyway so I am not sure if this would 
help the rest of us.  Thank you for the thought though 

 I love Tegrity and use it frequently, as well as coming to class every day. I think all 
teachers should use tegrity, as it only helps the students who study, but doesnt hurt 
anyone 

 This sounds like a good idea, but it greatly depends on the type of content that is 
posted. For example, if there is help for Algebra and Calculus 1, but I'm in Calculus 3, 
then it's not helping me at all. 

 It would be very helpful, especially for students like me who live 30 minutes away from 
campus and don't want to drive back and forth but still need the help. 

 I think tutoring is a great idea.  Not only tutoring, but I would like most classes offered 
tegrity sessions through blackboard.  So, if someone misses a class, they can easily 
access the lecture. And, for those who attend class, can listen again to ensure nothing 
was missed and to use it as a study method.  I have used it a lot in some of my sciences 
courses and have found it helps tremendously. 

 I would be more interested in being the tutor that being tutored. Overall I think the 
benefit of traditional tutoring is being with a person who can give you one on one, 
individualized instruction to help you understand something already taught in the 
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classroom or perhaps online. Although unfamiliar with any studies conducted to gauge 
success from online tutoring, I don't believe it would be as useful as tutoring completed 
in person. On the other hand, people who must commute to campus would probably 
really appreciate services online. 

 I really hate going to the school on my days off just to get help in any subjects and when 
I have used the tutoring resource for math just made me more confused than I was 
originally because they was not that familure with geometry mcc blueriver had 
wonderful tutors they was actually instructors so they knew what they was doing. 

 Videos over material covered in the same courses that are eligible for SI would benefit 
greatly 

 Would make it easier to fit into my schedule, as I am only available at night.  I would 
actually take advantage of it because it would be convenient. 

 they would be a lot of help and I would not have to drive to the school for tutoring. 

 It would have to be really easy to use, and be about very specific concepts or subject 
matter that I'm studying to be helpful 

 Would like someone Knowledgeable in Excel and VBA 

 I think this would be a great asset especially for commuter students who cant make it to 
some Supplemetal Instruction sessions. 

 I am an older student and online resources are good but hey don' supplement regular 
tutoring.  There are already so many resources online that I don't htink UMKC needs to 
spend money on creating new online videos as support material.  However, personal 
online sessions with a tutor may be beneficial and I would support additional work on in 
that area. 

 It would have been helpful my first semester or even last semester. 

 I think it would be a great resource for those classes that are more difficult to 
understand. I personally enjoy teaching myself but sometimes I need a little help to get 
my brain going. 

 Online tutoring would be awesome.  Online classes for the Bloch school would be even 
better, given that most students WORK as well as go to school.  It would make life a lot 
easier. 

 It would be extremely helpful for people who cannot make the SI meetings or on 
campus study groups 

 This seems much better than the SI program. Just make sure these people are properly 
screened because SI is a hot mess. 

 This would be so perfect for me with elementary stat!!! 
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 There are many topics explained in class like laplace transforms in engieering match that 
watching a video of what was spoken in class would have some way to go back and 
correct notes . 

 online message boards, or somewhere that I could post specific questions would be 
awesome (right now I rely on yahoo answers) 

 I believe that live tutoring would be good, but perhaps just providing some message 
boards or forums that a tutor would monitor would be good too. It would require vastly 
less resources as a single tutor could serve multiple students at once and would lessen 
the burden on the instructors. Another great option would be to start a question and 
answer community similar to stack overflow.com. These questions and answers could 
outlive class sessions and would provide a great self‐help resource for students. Free, 
open source software exists for this and it would be very inexpensive to set something 
like this up, and I suspect that far more students would use it. These resources would 
also be available 24/7, which would be great for nontraditional students like myself  If 
you would like to discuss any of these ideas further, I'm at sbryb@umkc.edu. 

 the best online resource I have used was tegrity recordings of my CS 101.  I'm sure it 
raised my grade by an entire letter.  I wish that type of resource were available for every 
class. 

 I feel online learning resources are a great asset in learning new and complicated 
concepts. The Calculus I Youtube videos were a tremendous help, and lead to a 
satisfactory final grade for a course that I consider  difficult. 

 I think it would be nice if the tegrity classes were just recorded and class attendence was 
not required. 

 I've never seen it done before, so I'm still trying to get an idea of what it might be like, 
but it sounds promising. 

 I think the students should be able to input specific questions (possible ahead of time) 
so that the instructor would have some kind of frame of what to cover.  Instead of a 
student sitting through the whole thing without any benefit to them. 

 I think this is a great idea. 

 I believe online tutoring will be greatly ineffective. When we can't even be in the same 
room as a person who is tutor, how can we expect to learn much from them? Seriously, 
this is ridiculous. 

 It'd help to have other professors teach the same material.  A different way of 
explaining may help a student comprehend. 

 As long as there is live help available, this would be a great aide to add alongside certain 
entry level courses. It would also be great to have some examples posted or a forum 
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that is censored to where other students could answer questions from their peers. As 
far as online resources, links to other helpful sites would be a great addition. 

 I think it could benefit much like tegrity however it should not be linked to blackboard. 
That students can access the tutor even if they are not in the class. 

 I have gone to the MSRC (when I was a freshman), and used the online calculus videos 
when studying for my calc 1 final. I think that online resources are fine, but you will face 
several issues: 1) Students won't be able to figure out how to use it 2) Students won't 
know it's even there 3) Students will have trouble finding the exact and specific answers 
for which they are looking.  This will waste their time and ultimately have the opposite 
effect that was intended. A better option is to invest in the resources that are already 
established at UMKC ‐ the SI program, the MSRC, the writing center, and any other in 
person resources.  Each student is at a different level, and it requires person to person 
interaction to meet them where they are and help them soar past any roadblocks they 
face.  Just because online resources are trendy doesn't mean they are effective.  
Besides, the world already has YouTube ‐ do we really need to reinvent the wheel? 

 Online classes can never replace class time. 

 I think it is a great idea! i have complained since day one that i think the resources for 
tutoring here at UMKC are horrible. we need to be more like MAPLE WOODS community 
college were i transferred from. they had a full tutoring staff available from 7am to 7pm 
monday thru thursday and they were educated on subjects from college algebra, to 
science classes. dont get me wrong UMKC does offer tutoring services. but for instance i 
need accounting help right? so i went to go and find some, well the lady was a FINANCE 
major and didnt speak a lick of ENGLISH. wow, how instrumental to my success. so i left 
frustrated and couldn't find answers to my problems. I think UMKC needs to HAVE a full 
tutoring staff available before we spend MILLIONS of dollars on a crappy student union 
WITH NO COPY MACHINES available to students. i know that may seem irrelevant, but i 
think we dont allocate our funds correctly. ALSO, the school rakes in soooo much 
money, why dont we have tutoring services as comparable as maple woods? i mean the 
online thing would be a good idea due to all the commuters, but if you are trying to 
implement a more ON CAMPUS feel then you need to start making more things 
available on campus, not on a  shity computer. either way. COOL IDEA i hope it goes into 
effect and i am able to utilize those resources! 

 I've always wanted to improve my Spanish speaking skills, but sometimes the tutoring 
sessions on campus were convenient for my schedule.  Being able to access online 
tutoring would be comfortable and convenient for me, and I believe the university 
overall could benefit from online tutoring on various subjects. 

 I think free tutoring would be awesome, although I question how effective it could be 
for a class such as organic chemistry. If it could help, I'd be interested though. 

 I believe it will be helpfull for all level of students. 
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 I've actually used youtube and watched lectures from UMKC and other universities to 
bolster my studies, sometimes having it explained by someone else makes all the 
difference.  FYI ‐ I used the tutoring lab for math/science, there is NEVER enough tutors 
for the amount of students in there for help. 



 
Teresa Thiel 
Associate Dean  
College of Arts and Sciences 
8001 Natural Bridge Rd. 
St. Louis, MO 63121 
Phone: (314) 516-6208 
Fax: (314) 516-6233 
e-Mail:  thiel@umsl.edu 

 
 
      July 7, 2010 
 
Steve Graham 
Senior Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs 
University of Missouri System 
309 University Hall 
Columbia, Missouri  65211 
 
 
Dear Steve, 
 
I have completed my evaluation of the companies that offer online tutoring for courses at the 
undergraduate level and my report is attached. The key measures that were considered for these 
services were quality/efficacy of tutoring, ease of access and integration with Blackboard, 
breadth of subjects offered, satisfaction by current users, and value.  

Smarthinking and NetTutor offer various types of tutoring services including live tutoring, 
tutoring by appointment and the evaluation of written papers. Both offer secure access via 
Blackboard and have similar entry portals and whiteboard interfaces. In terms of subjects 
covered and hours of service, the two companies have some differences, but NetTutor appears to 
have the flexibility to offer more subjects and more hours based on demand. 

While both companies appear similar in terms of their offerings, access and services, some 
important differences emerged.  NetTutor tutors work from a central facility in Tampa, FL with 
resources and supervision. Smarthinking tutors work from any computer. Quality of tutoring is 
difficult to evaluate without direct access to tutoring sessions. NetTutor provided this to us, while 
Smarthinking did not. Based on observations of the live tutoring sessions in math, the NetTutor 
tutors guided students to the answers without providing the answers and used course-specific 
information to facilitate the tutoring. The “samples” provided by Smarthinking also 
demonstrated effective tutoring techniques; however, one reviewer expressed concern that the 
tutors gave students the answers. Also, Smarthinking does not customize tutoring to actual 
courses, so tutors do not have access to course-specific material. Overall NetTutor appears to 
have a better structure for providing high quality tutoring. Based on the evaluations of writing 

 



samples that were available from Smarthinking and NetTutor both companies appear to provide 
good reviews of papers.  

Comments by people at other institutions who have used either or both of these services were 
generally positive. One university switched last year from Smarthinking to NetTutor because of 
student complaints about the tutors who live in other countries, but the reviewer also said that 
students complained after the switch that the NetTutor tutors did not give them the answers, as 
they were accustomed to receiving from Smarthinking tutors. However, those institutions using 
only one company had no complaints.  

Smarthinking is much more expensive than NetTutor. Further, institutions must prepay 
Smarthinking for a block of hours. NetTutor bills quarterly for hours used and has no annual 
fees.  For 600 hours of tutoring for one year, the cost for NetTutor would be $13,500 while the 
cost for Smarthinking would be $22,200.  

Note that while evaluation of in-house tutoring was not a major aspect of this study, in talking to 
representatives from other institutions, it became clear that in-house tutoring has some 
disadvantages compared to online tutoring. Providing tutors on evenings and weekends is often 
not feasible for in-house tutoring centers and consistent training across disciplines and across the 
four campuses in the UM System might also be difficult. However, the availability of online 
tutoring does not preclude the campuses from also providing in-house tutoring, which does 
provide both financial support and teaching experience for the tutors.  

In summary, I recommend that the UM System make online tutoring available for online courses. 
Based on my evaluation of Smarthinking and NetTutor, I recommend NetTutor for 
quality/efficacy of tutoring, ease of access and integration with Blackboard, breadth of subjects 
offered, satisfaction by current users, and value. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Teresa Thiel, PhD 
Professor of Biology 
Associate Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
UM-St. Louis 
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Executive Summary  
 

This project was designed to identify and evaluate the companies that offer online tutoring for 

courses at the undergraduate level. After a preliminary evaluation, two companies, NetTutor and 

Smarthinking, were evaluated in more detail. The key measures that were considered for these 

services were quality/efficacy of tutoring, ease of access and integration with Blackboard, 

breadth of subjects offered, satisfaction by current users, and value.  

Smarthinking and NetTutor offer four types of help to students. Students can:  1) get live one-on-

one tutoring during specified hours, 2) schedule a tutor for a specific time at least 24 hours in 

advance, 3) submit a question to a tutor and receive a response within 24 hours, and 4) submit 

papers for evaluation within 24 hours. Both offer secure access via Blackboard and have similar 

entry portals and whiteboard interfaces. In terms of subjects covered and hours of service, the 

two companies have some differences, but NetTutor appears to have the flexibility to offer more 

subjects and more hours based on demand. 

While both companies appear similar in terms of their offerings, access and services, some 

important differences emerged.  NetTutor tutors work from a central facility In Tampa, FL with 

resources and supervision. Smarthinking tutors work from any computer. Quality of tutoring is 

difficult to evaluate without direct access to tutoring sessions. NetTutor provided this to us, while 

Smarthinking did not. Based on observations of the live tutoring sessions in math, the NetTutor 

tutors guided students to the answers without providing the answers and used course-specific 

information to facilitate the tutoring. The “samples” provided by Smarthinking also 

demonstrated effective tutoring techniques; however, one reviewer expressed concern that the 

tutors gave students the answers. Also, Smarthinking does not customize tutoring to actual 

courses, so tutors do not have access to course-specific material. Overall NetTutor appears to 

have a better structure for providing high quality tutoring.  

Based on actual student writing assignments submitted to Smarthinking’s writing lab by UMSL 

students in a writing class in Spring 2010, the quality of the reviews by the writing tutors is very 

good, although the comments are not as extensive as the comments provided in the “samples” 

from Smarthinking. We had no actual paper reviews for NetTutor, but their “samples” also 

appear to provide good reviews of papers.  

Comments by people at other institutions who have used either or both of these services were 

generally positive. One university switched last year from Smarthinking to NetTutor because of 

student complaints about the tutors who live in other countries, but the reviewer also said that 

students complained after the switch that the NetTutor tutors did not give them the answers, as 

they were accustomed to receiving from Smarthinking tutors. However, those institutions using 

only one company had no complaints.  
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The biggest complaint about Smarthinking was the cost. Smarthinking is expensive in many 

ways: hourly cost, annual fees, fees to rollover unused hours, and archiving fees (for details see 

table on page 17). Further, institutions must prepay Smarthinking for a block of hours. NetTutor 

bills quarterly for hours used and has no annual fees.  For 600 hours of tutoring for one year, the 

cost for NetTutor would be $13,500 while the cost for Smarthinking would be $22,200.  

Recommendation 

Even if everything else were equal, because of the cost difference the value choice would be 

NetTutor. However, overall NetTutor appears to offer better quality at much lower prices, 

making the recommendation to use NetTutor even stronger. 
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Introduction 
 

Online tutoring services provide synchronous and asynchronous tutoring through a Web 

interface for a variety of subjects at the undergraduate level. This type of tutoring is essential for 

distance or online courses; however, because the tutoring is available evenings and weekends it 

can also be useful for students in traditional face-to-face classes. This project was designed to 

identify and evaluate the companies that offer online tutoring for courses at the undergraduate 

level. This report is based on three methods of evaluation: 1) information directly from the 

companies that provide the online service, 2) information from other universities that use the 

services, 3) online demos of the service that was provided by the companies to faculty who 

participated online and by telephone in the demos, and 4) firsthand experience with some of their 

services. 

Online Tutoring Companies  
 

After an extensive search of the Web, a number of online tutoring services were identified. 

Those that provided tutoring only at the K-12 level were not considered further (e.g.; 

tutorvista.com, tutornext.com, e-tutor.com, sylvanlearning.com, tutornet.com, and 

transwebtutors.com). Table 1 provides the names and some information on five companies that 

appeared to offer college-level tutoring. Two e-mail requests for more information elicited a 

response from only three companies, NetTutor, Smarthinking and Tutor.com. Tutor.com appears 

to serve primarily K-12, has no integration with Blackboard, no apparent training or monitoring 

of tutors and it was the most expensive of the three, so it was not considered further. In 

interviews with institutions using NetTutor or Smarthinking, respondents were asked whether 

they had used or knew of other online tutoring services, but none knew of another service. 

Hence, the rest of the study focused on NetTutor and Smarthinking 

Table 1 – Online Tutoring Companies Contacted  
 Integration 

with 
Blackboard 

Number of higher 
education 
institutions 
served 

Tutors 
are 
trained 
and 
monitored 

Sessions 
are archived 

Cost per 
hour 

NetTutor.com yes many yes yes $22.50 

Smarthinking.com yes many yes yes $32 

tutor.com No 15 no yes $34 

eduwizards.com No 
response 

No response No 
response 

No 
response 

No 
response 

globalscholar.com No 
response 

No response No 
response 

No 
response 

No 
response 
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Online demos for NetTutor and Smarthinking 
NetTutor video demo: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p5g05jrlBE 

http://www.link-systems.com/downloads/NetTutor%20Overview.html 

Smarthinking demo: http://www.smarthinking.com/static/sampleTutorials/ 

Evaluation of tutoring services 
 

The key measures that were considered for these NetTutor and Smarthinking were 

quality/efficacy of tutoring, ease of access and integration with Blackboard, breadth of subjects 

offered, satisfaction by current users, cost and value. 

Types of Tutoring Services Offered 
 

Smarthinking and NetTutor offer four types of help to students. Students can:  1) get live one-on-

one tutoring during specified hours, 2) schedule a tutor for a specific time at least 24 hours in 

advance, 3) submit a question to a tutor and receive a response within 24 hours, and 4) submit 

papers for evaluation within 24 hours.  

Tutors 
 

NetTutor tutors work in a supervised environment in a tutoring center in Tampa Florida. The 

tutors have access to the course materials for the actual course in which the student is enrolled so 

they can use problems and examples directly from the course materials, as well as from other 

reference materials available in the library at the tutoring center. Tutors are trained on site and 

monitored by a supervisor. All tutors have undergraduate degrees and 70% have graduate 

degrees. All tutors live and work in the USA. Tutor training includes 24 hours of observation of 

a mentor tutor, one week of asynchronous tutoring under the supervision of an instructor, and 

then live tutoring sessions are monitored for the first month via printouts of the live tutoring 

sessions. After the training is completed, all tutors are reviewed regularly and receive an annual 

evaluation. The Director of Tutoring reviews current best practices in tutoring and communicates 

new ideas to the tutors through discussion sessions and biannual tutor training sessions. In my 

viewing of the live tutoring sessions by NetTutor in May-June 2010, I saw instances in which a 

tutor sought help from a supervisor, which seems to me to be an advantage of NetTutor. 

 

Smarthinking tutors work from their own computers anywhere they may be.  According to 

Smarthinking, about 20% of the tutors work from foreign countries. The minimum requirement 

is a bachelor’s degree, but tutors in math and writing all have a Master’s degree.  Over 95% of 

Smarthinking tutors have a Masters degree or PhD and typically at least 9.5 years teaching or 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p5g05jrlBE
http://www.link-systems.com/downloads/NetTutor%20Overview.html
http://www.smarthinking.com/static/sampleTutorials/
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tutoring experience. Smarthinking tutoring services are not customized to particular courses and 

tutors do not have a course-specific syllabus, textbook, or other instructional materials for a 

particular course. Tutors receive 15-hours of online training, are tested for subject competency, 

and are regularly evaluated for effective tutoring. There is no direct supervision of the tutors.  

Access and Tutoring Interface 
 

Students access Smarthinking and NetTutor via a Blackboard plug-in that then takes them to the online 

service access page. From there they click a button to access the live tutoring session. The interface for 

live tutoring in both services, which we experienced through their demos, is very similar. As described by 

Smarthinking, “Tutoring is provided through a continuous written conversation between the tutor and the 

student using a single virtual page that gives the ability to type text, use the whiteboard tools to draw as 

needed, input discipline specific symbols, and bring in items from other open programs.” The student and 

the tutor communicate by typing in the white space, each having a different color. The students can type 

information, paste information from another source, or use the drawing tools to write on the whiteboard. 

From our observations, the communication appears to be reasonably fast and effective. While it would 

seem desirable to have voice communication, there are negative aspects to this method of communication. 

First, it requires that the students have a microphone and second the files would be very large for 

archiving. It does not appear that either service plans to change to voice in the near future.  

A view of the access page and the whiteboard tutoring interface for each service provider is shown below. 

Smarthinking Access Page 
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Smarthinking Tutoring Interface 
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NetTutor Access Page 

 
 
NetTutor Tutoring Interface 
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Archiving 
 

All tutoring sessions are archived by Smarthinking and NetTutor for retrieval later and students 

can archive their sessions on their own computer.  

Subjects Supported 
 

NetTutor offers tutors who speak Spanish for all subjects, while Smarthinking offers this only for 

Math. 

NetTutor: 

Accounting: Financial Accounting, Managerial Accounting, Management, Microeconomics, 

Macroeconomics, 

Mathematics: Basic Math, Precalculus, Intermediate Algebra, College Algebra, , Calculus, 

Finite Math, Math for the Liberal Arts, Geometry, Trigonometry, Multi-variable Calculus , 

Differential Equations, Linear Algebra,  Discrete Math , Abstract Algebra, Topology, 

Statistics, Probability. 

Science: Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Biochemistry, Organic Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy  

English: English, English Composition, Writing, English Literature, ESL composition 

World Languages: Spanish, French, Italian, German 

Social Sciences: Psychology, Sociology, Social Studies, Anthropology 

Humanities: History, Arts, Philosophy, Literature 

Others: Criminal Justice, Allied health, Paralegal Studies, Information Technology 

 

Smarthinking:  

Accounting:  Accounting , Economics; , Introductory Finance 

Mathematics: Basic Math , Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Calculus, , Multi-variable 

Calculus , Introductory Differential Equations, Linear Algebra, Discrete Mathematics, 

Statistics, Advanced Statistics 

Science:  Biology, General Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physics,  Intro Human A & P,  

Writing: Composition 

World Languages: Spanish 

Nursing and Allied Health: Medical-Surgical Nursing, Pathophysiology Across Systems, 

Pharmacology in Nursing, Medical Assisting, Medical Terminology, and Anatomy and 

Physiology for Health Professions 

 

  

http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#economics
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#finance
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#basicmath
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#algebra
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#geometry
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#trigonometry
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#calculus
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#statistics
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#advanced-statistics
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#biology
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#chemistry
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#organicchemistry
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#physics
http://smarthinking.com/static/pub_common/hours.cfm?st=1#introhumanap
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Hours of Live Tutoring Services 
 

NetTutor – Hours of Service 

 

Note that according to Tom Forese, Director of Academic Partnerships for NetTutor, additional 

hours could be scheduled if there were demand. He also indicated that other subjects could be 

added if there were demand. 
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Online Writing Lab  

NetTutor and Smarthinking provide an Online Writing Lab to help students with writing 

assignments across all subjects.  Both services claim to use writing tutors who are experts in both 

writing and in the subject area of the assignment.  Both also provide ESL writing tutors for 

students whose native language is not English.  Both use an interface that requires the students to 

provide information on the type of paper the student was asked to write, the format (APA or 

MLA), number of revisions, and the students is provided with the option of asking for specific 

types of feedback. Both services provide specific comments within the assignment and 

summaries of strengths and weaknesses. The format for tutor’s comments on the paper itself is 

different.  Smarthinking tutors insert comments within brackets in the text of the paper, while 

NetTutor tutors make comments in the margins.  It is somewhat easier to read the annotations in 

the papers reviewed by NetTutor than Smarthinking. Both state that their comments are linked to 

an English Handbook, but that is not evident in the comments shown in the samples provided for 

either service. 
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Sample of NetTutor markup of paper – provided by NetTutor 

Sample of Smarthinking summary of paper and markups (next page) – provided by Smarthinking 
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Demo of Services 
 

Smarthinking visited the UMSL campus in the Spring of 2009 to give a demo of their tutoring 

service. The demo was attended by about a dozen faculty who were all impressed by the type of 

service they provided. Smarthinking gave a second demo using web-based information and a 

conference call in May 2010. Five faculty participated in this demo, which was very similar to 

the one we saw on campus a year ago. NetTutor provided a demo that was web-based 

information combined with a conference call in May, 2010. That was attended by 7 faculty.  

The Smarthinking demo was entirely prepackaged. No live tutoring sessions were included.  In 

contrast, the NetTutor session was demonstrated using the live interface, including real ongoing 

tutoring sessions. Further, the logins provided by NetTutor continue to be active. I have observed 

several sessions in math tutoring almost every day for about three weeks, and I can report that 

the tutors I have observed do not answer the questions for the students, but help them to solve the 

problems themselves. They also refer to the textbook that the student is using in the course, 

especially when the student is struggling.  Overall, I have been impressed with the knowledge 

and the patience of the tutors.  

The demo from Smarthinking showed extensive comments for a student composition, much 

more so than the actual comments made by Smarthinking tutors on the compositions submitted 
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by UMSL English Composition 1100 students via MyCompLab.  Since a paper is metered at 35 

min of tutoring time (+ 5 min for archiving) by Smarthinking, the length of the actual comments 

that UMSL students received seems more reasonable than the extensive comments shown in the 

demo. 

The NetTutor demo session had a technical problem that, to my knowledge, has not been 

resolved. Three of the participants had problems accessing the whiteboard during the demo.  We 

all got error messages when we tried to access the whiteboard.  In my case, I could access the 

whiteboard, but it prematurely terminated after about 30 seconds. One other person also found 

that the whiteboard session was prematurely terminated. Another person could not access the 

whiteboard at all. The other viewers had no problems. Later I found that the problem was 

specific to Internet Explorer and I was able to view the whiteboard without any problems using 

Firefox.  Shahla Peterman, who had problems during the demo, also had no problems later using 

Firefox.  To their credit, NetTutor technical support has followed up on this problem with me 

several times to try to resolve the problem with Internet Explorer.  I have sent them screenshots 

of the problem, which persists.  Since I have no problem accessing the whiteboard session using 

Firefox, I have not been diligent in following up on the problem. I have accessed the whiteboard 

multiple times every day using Firefox and had no further problems. 

UMSL Study of Smarthinking Writing Lab 
 

In the Spring term of 2010, Leah Holbrook, a NTT faculty member of the English Department at 

UMSL, did a project comparing the UMSL Writing Lab with the online writing lab provided by 

Smarthinking for English Composition 1100. The Smarthinking service was provided by the 

textbook publisher, through a software program called MyCompLab.  Pearson contracts with 

Smarthinking to provide the paper reviews for MyCompLab.  Students were required to use the 

UMSL Writing lab for the first assignment, a personal essay, and to use Smarthinking (via 

MyCompLab) for the second assignment, a critical analysis. Leah provided a report comparing 

the two types of assistance for the reviews of the writing assignments. 

According to her report, students generally preferred the ease of submitting papers to 

Smarthinking and did not like the fact that they had to personally visit the UMSL Writing lab. 

However, some students did not like the technology aspect of using Smarthinking and a few 

found the interface difficult to navigate.  

The UMSL Writing Lab had a number of tutors who had different styles and provided different 

levels of detail in their comments.  The Smarthinking tutors all used a similar, consistent style 

and provided a similar level of detail. The comments by the Smarthinking tutors were more 

detailed and more specific than the comments made by the UMSL Writing Lab tutors.   Students 

were generally satisfied with the help they got on grammar and mechanics in the UMSL Writing 
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Lab, but seemed less satisfied with other criticisms of their writing style. In contrast, the students 

felt that the comments they received from the Smarthinking tutors were quite helpful.  Overall 

the students felt that the feedback they got from Smarthinking tutors was helpful and they liked 

the experience.  A sample of one Smarthinking review of a student paper is provided in 

Appendix 1. Note that these actual summary comments are not as extensive as those provided in 

the “sample” from the Smarthinking promotional materials shown above. 

Training 
 

NetTutor provides on-site training for larger groups with time for hand-on practice. For 

individual training they offer web-based workshops that are hosted via telephone  by their staff. 

The latter is the system that we used for the demo. Finally NetTutor offers self-paced , web-

based online training sessions for those who prefer this method of training. Smarthinking 

provides a full day of on-campus training with multiple sessions of 1-2 hours to accommodate 

different schedules. Additional online training is also available from Smarthinking. 

Institutional Reports 
 

Both Smarthinking and NetTutor provide extensive institutional reporting functions on usage 

that include campus usage statistics (number of logins, number of tutoring sessions, time used, 

subjects accessed, asynchronous questions, number of papers reviewed, etc.) as well as statistics 

on individual student usage and statistics on tutorial sessions (number of sessions, minutes, 

subjects, etc). Archived sessions are also available for review by authorized university staff. 

Cost of Service 
 

Probably the greatest difference between Smarthinking and NetTutor is the cost of the service. 

Every aspect of cost is much greater for Smarthinking including hourly price, training, annual 

fees, and fees for the rollover of unused hours. Further, Smarthinking required that hours be 

prepaid while NetTutor does quarterly billing for hours used. A summary of the cost of service is 

provided in the table below.  Based on my observations of many NetTutor math tutoring 

sessions, I would estimate that the length of a typical tutoring session is 15-30 min. 
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Cost of Service 
Service Hourly 

charge 
Minimum 
charge 

Set-up 
and on-
site 
training 

Annual 
fee 

Cost for 
rollover of 
unused 
hours 

Paper 
review 
(30-35 
min of 
tutor 
time) 

Paper 
review- 
long 

Submit a 
question 

NetTutor  $22.50 $0.375 
One min 

$0 $0 $0 $11.25 $0.375/
min 

$0.375/min 

Smarthinking $32.00 $3.20 
One min + 
5 min 
archiving 
fee 

$30001 10%  of 
hours 
purchased2 

10%  of 
unused 
hours2 

$21.333 $32.504 $13.33 

1 Includes one day of onsite training. 
2 Capped at $3000 for annual fee + rollover of unused hours. 
3 Smarthinking also provides a 200-word paragraph review for $13.33. 
4 Smarthinking’s hourly cost drops to $30/hr if you prepay over 1000 hours 

References for Smarthinking and NetTutor 
 

I conducted phone interviews with referees for Smarthinking and NetTutor. The interviews 

lasted 20-30 min and the most relevant comments are provided here. Although several more 

referees were contacted by e-mail for an interview, they did not respond. 

Comments by a representative from Capella University, on Smarthinking: 

 Capella University is only online. 

 Used Smarthinking since 2003. 

 Promoted to student by faculty. 

 They find that some students need to be trained in the philosophy of tutoring before they are 

comfortable using online tutoring. 

 It is used mostly in statistics, college algebra, and in writing.   

 They survey students annually and students have had no complaints, but they would prefer 

voice as well as the whiteboard.  

 Capella is very satisfied with Smarthinking and the oversight they provide.   

 No problems with tech support. 

 

Comments by two representatives from Fort Hays State University, Kansas on Smarthinking 

(two conversations, but essentially the same information from both): 

 Used since 2003, first for on campus and online, then only for online.  

 Used extensively by Chinese students in China for writing evaluation.  

o Some concern that they are sharing access with Chinese friends who want help with 

writing in English.  

 Most used in math and writing.  

 No complaints from students.  
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 Very good service from Smarthinking. 

 Their online program is moving to a new entity called Virtual College so Smarthinking will 

no longer be offered on regular campus.  

 

Comments by a representative from University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, NetTutor: 

 Used NetTutor for about 5 years until last year, but used it as an interface.   

 Provided their own tutors so she could not address questions about the quality of the tutoring.  

 They were satisfied with the NetTutor interface and the technical support they received. 

 Described NetTutor  as easy to work with and responsive.  

 They did not use Smarthinking because of the high cost.  

 They now have their own user interface and still use their own tutors for online tutoring. 

 

Comments by a representative from Oregon State University eCampus, on both Smarthinking 

and NetTutor: 

 They used Smarthinking for about 5 years but switched from Smarthinkng to NetTutor in 

2009.  

 Reasons for switch to NetTutor:  

o major reason was too much outsourcing of tutors by Smarthinkng, leading to 

complaints by students  

o second reason was the high cost of Smarthinking.  

 After they switched, students began to complain that the NetTutor tutors did not give them 

the answers as they were accustomed to with Smarthinking tutors.   

 They are happy with NetTutor – described as responsive to problems,  

 Like the fact that NetTutor tutors work with the instructor of the course and use the same text 

as the course,  

 no complaints from faculty  

 low cost of NetTutor compared to Smarthinking,  

 bilingual tutors (Spanish/English) at NetTutor,  

 no outsourcing at NetTutor,  

 excellent technical support by NetTutor. 

 

Comments by a representative from Delgado Community College in New Orleans on both 

Smarthinking and NetTutor: 

 They have used NetTutor for the last 3 years,  

o very satisfied with service,  

o no complaints from faculty or students,  

o very responsive,  

o work closely with instructors to get copy of syllabus and textbook for each course.  

 Tried Smarthinking 3 years ago on trial basis.  

o did not like the lack of personalization of the tutoring for each course  

o they felt there was too much outsourcing of tutors. 
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In-house tutoring 
 

The majority of colleges and universities, including the four campuses of the UM System, 

already offer various types of tutoring in a face-to-face setting, so it is logical to think that these 

existing tutors could transition to the online environment with the appropriate interface. In fact, 

both Smarthinking and NetTutor provide their interface for use with in-house tutors, although 

there are now probably better interfaces, such as Elluminate Live, for in-house tutoring. In fact, 

Blackboard has a whiteboard component that could be used within any particular course for 

supplemental tutoring at the individual course level. The biggest obstacle to in-house tutoring is 

the ability to consistently provide well-qualified, trained tutors for the large number of subjects 

that may be needed. Further, if the tutors are paid hourly, whether they are tutoring or not, it can 

be expensive during times of low demand. Even NetTutor appears to need only one or two tutors 

for math during most of the day hours (I have not logged on at night). Since customers of an 

online service pay only for hours used, it may be more economical to use such a service than to 

provide in-house tutors for a range of subjects over many hours each week. The English 

Department at UMSL has considered offering online paper review using tutors in the department. 

After seeing the superior quality of the paper review offered by Smarthinking in the course that 

compared the UMSL Writing Lab with the Smarthinking online writing lab service, they are 

reconsidering whether this is a good idea. At the very least, in-house tutoring on a large scale 

would require a dedicated staff to find, train and monitor the tutors, which would likely increase 

the cost compared to using a commercial online tutoring service. However, there is no need to 

eliminate in-house tutoring to accommodate online tutoring. The two can coexist serving the 

needs of different populations of students. 

Studies on effectiveness of online tutoring 
 

Both Smarthinking and NetTutor have supported studies to determine the effectiveness of online 

tutoring.  Studies from both companies are provided in Appendix 2.  At Kapiolani Community 

College students using Smarthinking for paper review in Developmental Writing had a 75.28 

percent success compared to all other students who had a success rate of 67.41 percent (Calfee, 

2007). Another study showed that students at Broward Community College who used 

Smarthinking had a much higher pass rate across multiple courses than all the other students at 

Broward (Anderson, 2005).  However, as explained in a review on the effectiveness of tutoring, 

“The students who do earn higher grades after tutoring tend to be better prepared to begin with, 

have higher ability and/or more experience in college--there is no consistent evidence that 

tutoring helps the weakest students. Research does suggest, however, that underprepared students 

who were tutored remained in college longer than comparable students who were not tutored” 

(Maxwell, 1990). Nevertheless, it does appear that providing live personal feedback to students 

at the time they need it, which can done most effectively when tutoring is available to them 

during the hours that students study, may increase its effectiveness (Mandernach, 2005). The 
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studies conducted by Smarthinking and NetTutor do indicate that both companies understand the 

importance of documenting the value of their services to the larger academic community. 

 

Conclusions 
 

Overall both companies offer similar services using the same technology. While both provide 

well-educated, trained tutors, the supervision provided to the tutors by the use of tutoring center 

gives NetTutor a clear advantage. Also, the customization of tutoring to a specific course by 

NetTutor is also an advantage. The large difference in cost is a third major advantage of 

NetTutor. Even if everything else were equal, because of the cost difference the value choice 

would be NetTutor. However, overall NetTutor appears to offer better quality at much lower 

prices, making the recommendation to use NetTutor even stronger. 
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Appendix 1 – Sample paper reviewed by Smarthinking tutor for UMSL English 

Comp class. 
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Appendix 2 – Articles comparing student performance with or without online 

tutoring. 

 



 
 

August 24th, 2005 
 
 

Does Tutoring Help?  A Comparison of Smart Thinking Tutored and Non-tutored 
Students Grades and College-wide 20052.  

 
Introduction 
 
To assess the effectiveness of the college-wide Smart Thinking tutoring service, the grades of 
four hundred and seventy-eight (with six hundred and seventy-six analyzed tutoring occurrences) 
students using the service in 20052 were examined. Overall distributions of the tutored students’ 
grades were analyzed, along with the top ten (most in demand) courses for which students 
received tutoring.  In addition, the individual classes with ten or more Smart Thinking enrolled in 
have been presented. In each case, the grades attained by these students have been evaluated 
against the overall grade distribution of students taking the same courses college-wide.                                                                                                             
 
Overall Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Tutored Students 
 
Table 1 shows that overall, 66.7% (n=451) of tutored students acquired a passing grade of A, B, 
or C, 31.6% (n=214) received a failing grade (D, F, or W) and 0.6% received X or audit.  
 
Table 1.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Tutored Students.  

Grade N % 

A 154 22.8 

B 175 25.9 

C 122 18.0 

D 52 7.7 

F 99 14.6 

I 2 0.3 

NC 1 0.1 

W 67 9.9 

X 4 0.6 

Total 676 100.0 

 
 
 
Top Ten Courses 
 
Six hundred and seventy-six (92.2%) of the tutoring sessions were in one of the top ten courses. 
Interestingly, when divided by discipline each course comes under two main categories of English 
and Math.  These courses were largely college-level (n=6).  The course with the greatest 
demand for tutoring was ENC1101 (n=206) followed by MAT0024 (n=99).    
 

  Broward Community College 

ENTERPRISE BUSINESS  

INTELLIGENCE 

 Research Brief 



Academic Performance of Smart Thinking Tutored Students Taking the Top Ten 
Courses Compared College-wide Data 
 
Table 2 shows the passing grade distribution of the tutored students and students taking the 
same courses college-wide.  The results show in all ten courses the passing rates for tutored 
students were higher than college-wide rates.   
 
Table 2.  The Top Ten Courses Students Received Tutoring in and Percentage Obtaining Passing 
Grades (A, B or C). 

  Received Tutoring 
Tutored Students 
Grades A, B or C 

College           
Grades A, B or C 

Course N % N % N % 

ENC1101 206 30.5 156 75.7 2,504 65.6 

MAT0024 99 14.6 52 52.5 1,201 36.2 

MAT1033 96 14.2 48 50.0 1,264 40.3 

ENC0021 71 10.5 54 76.1 677 56.5 

MAC1105 66 9.8 38 57.6 1,180 46.2 

ENC1102 54 8.0 41 75.9 2,139 71.1 

MAT0012 38 5.6 25 65.8 467 49.1 

MAC1140 16 2.4 13 81.3 285 59.1 

MAC1114 16 2.4 14 87.5 333 67.5 

STA2023 14 2.1 10 71.4 832 62.8 

Total 676 100.0 451 - 10,882 - 

 
Looking at percentage point differences, the greatest impact can be seen in the preparatory 
courses and some college-level math courses, namely MAT0012, MAT0024, ENC0021, MAC1140, 
and MAC1114.  Looking at the results of these five courses, a clear difference was seen in 
performance of Smart Thinking students who took math. Math is a subject students usually 
struggle in. (Table 3)   
 
Table 3.  Percentage Point Difference between Smart Thinking and College-wide Passing Rates.  

Course Difference 

ENC1101 +10.1 

MAT0024 +16.3 

MAT1033 +9.7 

ENC0021 +19.6 

MAC1105 +11.4 

ENC1102 +4.8 

MAT0012 +16.7 

MAC1140 +22.2 

MAC1114 +20.0 

STA2023 +8.6 

  
 
Passing Rates of Individual Classes with Ten or More Smart Thinking Students 
Enrolled In.  
 
The individual classes with ten or more Smart Thinking students were overwhelming college-level 
and, discipline wise, English.  In total, there were thirteen classes taught by seven instructors.   
 



The results for ENC1101 were wide-ranging.  Here, the overall passing grade for college-wide 
was 65.6%.  Of the seven classes, three (#3 (91.3%), 6 (70.6%), and 7 (100%)) exceeded this.  
Two classes had lower rates, but came close to the college-wide rate (#1 (60.8%), and #2 
(63.2%)) and the remaining two classes fell considerably lower than the college-wide rate (#4 
(47.6%) and #5 (36.8%).  (Tables 4, 5, and 6) 
 
Table 4.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide.   

  ENC1101 #1 ENC1101#2 ENC1101#3 College-wide 

Grade n % n % n % n % 

A 6 26.1 3 15.8 7 58.3 797 20.9 

B 5 21.7 6 31.6 4 33.3 944 24.7 

C 3 13.0 3 15.8 0 0.0 763 20.0 

D 3 13.0 1 5.3 1 8.3 160 4.2 

F 4 17.4 2 10.5 0 0.0 414 10.8 

I 0 0.0 2 10.5 0 0.0 20 0.5 

W 2 8.7 2 10.5 0 0.0 719 18.8 

Total 23 100.0 19 100.0 12 100.0 3,817 100.0 

 
Table 5.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  ENC1101#4 ENC1101#5 ENC1101#6 College-wide 

Grade n % n % n % n % 

A 3 14.3 0 0.0 1 5.9 797 20.9 

B 3 14.3 2 10.5 11 64.7 944 24.7 

C 4 19.0 5 26.3 3 17.6 763 20.0 

D 2 9.5 1 5.3 1 5.9 160 4.2 

F 3 14.3 4 21.1 1 5.9 414 10.8 

I 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 20 0.5 

W 6 28.6 7 36.8 0 0.0 719 18.8 

Total 21 100.0 19 100.0 17 100.0 3,817 100.0 

 
Table 6.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  ENC1101#7 College-wide 

Grade n % n % 

A 4 40.0 797 20.9 

B 6 60.0 944 24.7 

C 0 0.0 763 20.0 

D 0 0.0 160 4.2 

F 0 0.0 414 10.8 

I 0 0.0 20 0.5 

W 0 0.0 719 18.8 

Total 10 100.0 3,817 100.0 

 
 
 
Likewise, for ENC1102, the results of these two classes vary.  The comparative passing rate for 
students in class 1 (63.2%) was lower than the college-wide rate of 71.2%.  Greater success was 
evident in class 2, where 76.5% of students attained passing grades. (Table 7) 
 
 
 



Table 7.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  ENC1102#1 ENC1102#2 College-wide 

Grade n % n % n % 

A 1 5.3 0 0.0 754 25.1 

B 5 26.3 7 41.2 830 27.6 

C 6 31.6 6 35.3 555 18.5 

D 3 15.8 2 11.8 119 4.0 

F 4 21.1 2 11.8 248 8.2 

I 0 0.0 0 0.0 15 0.5 

W 0 0.0 0 0.0 487 16.2 

Total 19 100.0 17 100.0 3,008 100.0 

 
For Smart Thinking students who took MAC1105, their accomplishment was considerable.  These 
students’ passing rate was 70% compared with the college-wide rate of 46%. (Table 8) 
 
Table 8.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  MAC1105 College-wide 

Grade n % n % 

A 4 40.0 279 10.9 

B 2 20.0 413 16.1 

C 1 10.0 488 19.0 

D 0 0.0 257 10.0 

F 2 20.0 501 19.5 

I 0 0.0 69 2.7 

W 1 10.0 563 21.9 

Total 10 100.0 2,570 100.0 

 
Smart Thinking students, in this group of ten or more, who took preparatory classes, appear to 
have fared better than their college-wide counterparts.  For ENC0021, in both classes, the 
passing grades exceeded the college-wide rate of 56.6% with 81.3% and 77%.  Similarly, for 
MAT0012, the Smart Thinking students’ passing rate was 32.2 percentage points higher at 
83.1%.   (Tables 9 and 10) 
 
Table 9.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  ENC0021#1 ENC0021#2 College-wide 

Grade n % n % n % 

A 2 12.5 1 7.7 117 9.8 

B 6 37.5 6 46.2 315 26.3 

C 5 31.3 3 23.1 245 20.5 

D 2 12.5 1 7.7 78 6.5 

F 1 6.3 2 15.4 281 23.5 

I 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.2 

W 0 0.0 0 0.0 159 13.3 

Total 16 100.0 13 100.0 1,197 100.0 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 10.  Grade Distribution of Smart Thinking Students and College-wide. 

  MAT0012 College-wide 

Grade n % n % 

A 4 25.0 118 12.4 

B 6 37.5 157 16.5 

C 3 18.8 192 20.2 

D 3 18.8 67 7.0 

F 0 0.0 266 28.0 

I 0 0.0 0 0.0 

W 0 0.0 151 15.9 

Total 16 100.0 951 100.0 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
The results indicate greater success for students who received tutoring through the Smart 
Thinking service.  On examining the top ten courses, the students attained passing grades at 
higher rates than their college-wide counterparts, in all instances.  In these top 10 courses, 
looking at percentage point differences, the greatest impact can be seen in college-level math 
courses MAC1140 and MAC1114.   For the individual classes with ten or more Smart Thinking 
students enrolled, the results were mixed, particularly for ENC1101.  Taken as a whole, the 
results were positive.  In eight (61.5%) of the thirteen classes, the Smart Thinking students 
attained higher passing rates than the overall college-wide rate for that specific course.      
   
Prepared by: 
Pauline Anderson 
Information Analyst 
Enterprise Business Intelligence 

 



The Effect of Access to an Online Tutorial Service on the  

Achievement and Attitudes of College Algebra Students 

 

Many educators and others recognize the need to provide learning supports to enhance 

and improve students’ learning experiences and achievement in mathematics.  Secondary and 

postsecondary educational institutions address this need by providing tutorial services provided 

on scheduled dates, times and locations.  It is assumed that if such services are available then 

they will be used and will be accessible to all students. Given the changing nature of society 

many students have responsibilities that influence the use of their time. Also, some students may 

be in remote settings that make it difficult to access such resources.  These factors suggest that 

the availability is not sufficient to ensure use or result in improved student performance.   

Information technology has made it possible to engage in anytime and anywhere 

education (Cavanaugh et al., 2004).   Likewise, there has been a shift from face-to-face to online 

tutorial support (Fleisher, 2006).  However, many unanswered questions related to the use of 

online learning supports exist. Hence, there is a need to examine the effect of such services. The 

purpose of the study is to examine the use of an online tutorial service to support the learning of 

College Algebra.  

Review of the Literature 

Research has shown that tutoring can have many positive impacts including improved 

class behavior (Nazzal, 2000); improved school attendance (Carmola, 1995); gains mathematics 

achievement (Ritter, 2000); improved overall achievement (Center for Intergenerational 

Learning Study, 1996; Lauland, 1998); better understanding of course materials (Schpilberg & 

Hubschman, 2003; White, 2000), and improved the retention and attitudes of disadvantaged 



minority students (House & Wohit, 1991; Maxwell, 1990). Likewise, House and Wohit (1990, 

1991) found that tutoring programs resulted in improved grade performance and persistence by 

college students.  

One-to-one tutoring outcomes have been found to surpass that of group tutoring 

instruction (Bloom, 1984; Cohen, Kulik & Kulik 1982). Individualized tutoring provides 

attention to one student, conversation about the subject matter, and question/answer sessions that 

address student’s misconceptions.  Graesser and Person (1994) observed that while students may 

be inactive in the classroom, they are more likely to ask questions spontaneously during tutoring 

session, thereby clearing their misconceptions and resulting in better understanding.   

Typically, tutoring in mathematics is carried out in face-to-face settings requiring the 

tutor and tutee to meet at a specified time and location. Improvements in information 

technologies have made it possible for tutoring to take place online. Consequently, helping 

students in mathematics is no longer limited by space or time. Many students cited flexibility and 

convenience as the key benefits for this mode of online learning (Educational Gateway, 2005; 

Smart & Cappel, 2006).  

While face-to-face tutoring provides interaction between the tutor and the tutee, online 

tutoring provides the opportunity of working through activities outside of the classroom learning 

environment, partial anonymity, and relative independence in space and time (i.e., synchronous 

and asynchronous communication). In a synchronous environment, real-time interaction allows 

simulation of a real classroom learning situation and immediate interactive clarification of 

meaning (Steeples, Jones, & Goodyear, 2002). In contrast, asynchronous communication 

requires that the sender wait for a response in a time-delayed fashioned.  Although ample 

research about the benefits of tutoring exist, there is relatively little information about the effects 



of online tutoring, and specifically online tutoring in mathematics that is facilitated by “live” 

tutors synchronous or asynchronously.   

Research Questions 

The following research questions were addressed:  

 To what extent do College Algebra students make use of a provided online tutorial 

service that is facilitated by live tutors?  

 What is the effect of access to an online tutoring environment on students’ achievement? 

and  

 What effect does the availability of online tutoring environment have on students’ 

attitudes? 

To examine these questions, experimental group participants were provided access to a 

commercially available online tutorial service, NetTutor, through Blackboard, an online course 

management system. Students in both groups had access to tutors that were available in other 

venues at the university. All of the tutoring sessions are facilitated by experienced instructors 

who have advanced mathematics degrees. Synchronous or asynchronous tutoring occurs through 

the use of a whiteboard interface that includes the necessary tools and symbols to communicate 

mathematics ideas.  

The participants were students enrolled in a face-to-face or an online College Algebra 

courses taught by two different instructors during the fall 2008 semester at a large urban 

university in the southeast. The face-to-face course is includes three 1-hour lectures and two 1-

hour recitation classes supported by graduate teaching assistants.  No direct instruction is 

provided in the online section of the course; students are required to learn the course content 

independently and take course exams. After attrition, the sample included 361 participants -- two 



experimental groups (8 sections of face-to-face (n=194) and 1 section of online (n=21)) and one 

comparison face-to-face group (n=146). A pretest-posttest, control group design was used. Both 

groups were administered an algebra content test and an attitude survey. 

The content pretest contains 20 items selected from final exams of prerequisite courses. 

The posttest is the common course final exam, consisting of 40 items.  These multiple-choice 

exams addressed basic algebra concepts (e.g., solving equations and inequalities, multiplying 

polynomials). 

The attitude survey is an adaptation of the Modified Fennema-Sherman Attitude Scale 

created by Doepken, Lawsky, and Padwa (n.d.) that was designed to examine attitudes related to 

confidence in mathematics, usefulness of mathematics, perceptions of teacher attitudes, and 

views of mathematics as a male dominant field. Items related to gender were eliminated and all 

items related to confidence and usefulness was retained.  Eight items concerning help-seeking 

behaviors were created or adapted from other existing instruments. To ensure the reliability, a 

Cranach’s alpha was obtained for the entire instrument (  = 0.92) and for each subscale 

(Confidence  = 0.93, Usefulness  = 0.78, Help-Seeking  = 0.75) indicating that the 

instrument was internally consistent in measuring the identified constructs.  

In addition to the pre/post data, additional data were collected related to the usage of the 

tutorial service. Logs were kept of the amount of time students engaged an online tutor and the 

time that was spent for each session. Records of the tutoring sessions in the form of screen shots 

of tutor-tutee interactions were also obtained.   

 Descriptive statistics and gain scores were obtained to determine growth in achievement. 

To determine differences between the groups, t-test analyses were conducted. First, differences 

were examined between the experimental and the control groups. Then, differences were 



compared between students in the experimental group who used the online resource (Users) and 

those who did not (Non user).  To determine if found differences were significant, data were 

subjected to a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

Differences between the groups on each of the Attitude survey subscales (Confidence, 

Usefulness, and Help Seeking) as well as the total were examined. Because differences were 

found, the data was subjected to a one-way ANOVA using the attitude survey gain scores to 

determine whether the differences between the various groups were significant.    

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics and gain scores on the achievement test for the 

sample (N=361). A t-test analysis revealed that the performance on the pretest was not 

statistically different from that on the posttest [t (360) = -0.36, p = 0.7171]. Gain score analyses 

revealed no statistically significant difference between the experimental group and the control 

group [t(359) = 1.19, p = 0.2342].  

Table 1 

 Means and Standard Deviations of Participants’ Score by Group on Achievement Test  

  Pretest Posttest Gain Score 
 N M SD M SD M SD 
Control Group 146 50.58 16.09 52.32 14.06 1.74 18.45 
Experimental Group        

Face-to-Face 194 53.58 14.86 53.97 14.46 0.39 18.03 
Online 21 53.81 14.04 44.17 13.59 -9.64 15.66 

Total 215 53.60 14.75 53.01 14.64 0.59 18.03 
TOTAL 361 52.38 15.36 52.73 14.49 0.35 18.21 

 

Because there were no differences in performance between the control and experimental 

group the remainder of the achievement analyses were conducted on the experimental group to 

determine if there were differences between User and Non- Users.  



Table 2 provides the sample sizes, means, standard deviations and gain scores for the 

Users and Non-Users. A t-test analysis on the average gain scores revealed that the performance 

of the Users was statistically higher than the Non-Users [t(213) = 2.67, p = 0.0081]. There were 

significant differences between the Users and Non-users [t(192) = -3.05, p. 0.0026] in the face-

to-face group with users having a larger improvement than non-users. Analysis on the gain score 

for Users and Non-users in the online class, however, showed no significant difference [t(19) = 

0.14, p = 0.8869].  

 

Table 2 

 Means and Standard Deviations of Participants’ Achievement Scores by Group and Use  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Differences were found between the experimental and control on two of the attitude 

survey subscales: usefulness [t(324) = 2.09, p = 0.037] and total growth [t(324) = 2.59, p = 0.01]. 

Thus, the control group was included as part of the analyses.  To determine whether differences 

exist between the face-to-face and online experimental group, the group variable was re-coded 

into a single, five level variable detailed in Table 3. 

 
 
 

Experimental Group  Pretest Posttest Gain Score 
 N M SD M SD M SD 
Online        

Users 7 50.00 11.55 39.64 10.51 -10.36 19.71 
Non-Users 14 55.71 15.17 46.43 17.73 -9.29 14.04 

Face-to-Face        
Users 49 48.88 14.26 55.92 12.18 7.04 17.51 

Non-Users 145 55.17 14.77 53.31 15.13 -1.86 17.71 
TOTAL        

Users 56 49.02 13.86 53.88 13.07 4.87 18.53 
Non-Users 159 55.22 14.80 52.70 15.18 -2.52 17.51 



 
 
Table 3  
 

Recoded Group Variables for Attitude Survey Analysis 

Usage of Online 
Tutoring Resource 

Groups 
Control  

(face-to-face) 
Experimental Group 

(face-to-face) 
Experimental 

Group (online)  

Non-Users Level 1  
(n = 127) 

Level 2 
 (n = 131) 

Level 4  
(n = 14) 

Users  Level 3  
(n = 47) 

Level 5  
(n = 7) 

    

 Using this new grouping variable, data from the differences scores were examined using 

a one-way ANOVA (see Table 4).  A difference of means t-test was used to determine where 

differences existed when the model was significant.  Difference were found between Levels 1 

and 2 for the Confidence gain score [t(256) = 2.67, p = 0.008] and the Usefulness gain score 

[t(256) = 2.77, p = 0.006].  On the Attitude Total score there were differences between Levels 1 

and 2 [t(256) = 3.13, p = 0.002] and between Levels 2 and 5 [t(136) = 2.15, p = 0.033].  These 

results indicate that the delivery method had little influence on the changes in student attitudes.   

However, the scores from control group students increased by 2.42 points on the Confidence 

scale (total of 60 possible), 2.07 points on the Usefulness scale (total of 50 possible), and 5.26 on 

the Attitude Total..  To determine if there is a “ceiling effect”, the pretest data were analyzed 

using a one way ANOVA using the same 5-level grouping variable.  No significant differences 

were found between Levels 1 and 2 on the pretest attitude subscales or total.  This suggests that 

the differences seen in these scores are truly differences in the changes in attitudes over the 

course of the study.   

Table 4 
Analysis of Variance of Experimental Group Students’ Difference Score by Group and Use 

 
Source df Type III SS MS F 
Group (A) 1 1906.06 1906.06 6.21* 



Use (B) 1 2496.40 2496.40 8.13* 
 

A x  B    1 411.80 411.80 1.34 
S/AB (Error) 211 64753.87 306.89  
Total  214 69568.14   
*p < .05 
 
 

Consistent with other researchers, we found that students who used the online tutoring 

service improved their performance more than students who did not use it (Center for 

Intergenerational Learning Study, 1996; House & Wohit, 1990, 1991; Lauland, 1998). However,   

attitudes did not improve in a similar manner.   

Implications  

  Although studies exist that examine the differences between face-to-face and online tutoring in 

other content areas (Richardson, 2009; Ng, 2007), similar studies are needed in mathematics. 

The current results highlight other issues that require examination, including  factors associated 

with the use of online tutorial services,  affordances and hindrances, and the nature of tutor-tutee 

interactions and discourse, particularly given that mathematics is a technical language. 
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Adobe Connect Pro Meeting Discussion 
Providing effective online tutoring requires an interface that is capable of replicating the same 

experience as face-to-face tutoring.  This includes communication with students through audio 

dialogue, displaying concepts and problems on a whiteboard, sharing technology such as 

graphing calculators, and referencing resource course materials.  Most online collaborative 

software offers these types of communication through voice and/or video chat, interactive 

whiteboards, and application sharing.  Some of the popular collaboration software includes 

Microsoft Live Meeting, Cisco WebEx, Citrix GoToMeeting, Adobe Connect, Saba Centra, and 

Blackboard Collaborate (formally known as Elluminate).  UMKC currently uses Wimba 

Classroom, which will be soon replaced by Blackboard Collaborate.  The Information Access 

department has a committee reviewing these collaboration tools and plans to put forth their 

reviews and recommendations as to which product will best meet UMKC’s needs. 

In this effort, I am providing my experience working with collaboration software and 

recommending a solution to support the implementation of the online tutoring program and 

possible other online learning initiatives. 

Overview and Review 
I have had the opportunity to work with Wimba Classroom, Adobe Connect, and Saba Centra 

(although I have not had the opportunity to review the updated version of the Centra software).  

These three conferencing software products are similar in many aspects, all offering 

voice/video/text chat, interactive whiteboard, polling, and application sharing.  Differences are 

in pricing, layout, and ease of use for both the presenter and student.   

Wimba and Centra are very similar in look and feel, as well as ease of use.  Their layouts are very 

structured and have dedicated areas for participants, whiteboard, drawing tools, etc.  Both also 

have a process for users to test their hardware and software prior to entering the session.  

Blackboard has recently purchased Elluminate and will be integrating this product into a new 

one called Blackboard Collaborate.  My impression of this product is that it will be very similar 

to Wimba and Centra.  

Recently, I had the opportunity to provide an online training using Adobe Connect Pro Meeting 

for Cuyahoga Community College in Cleveland, OH.  For the training, I wanted the participants 

to use the collaboration software supported by their institution, which was Connect.   

After using Adobe Connect for that training, I found that there were many features unique to 

that software that impressed me a great deal.  At this time, I would certainly recemmend 

Connect over Wimba to best serve our needs in the proposed Online Tutoring Program.  Below 

is a list of my highlights, listed in priority: 
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1. Custom interface and multiple areas for content.  This is an tremendous feature.  

Because I was not limited to Wimba’s confined layout, the first thing I did was customize 

it for the needs of my training.  Similar to the difference between a classroom with fixed 

desks vs. one with moveable table and chairs, I was able to modify the interface to make 

the client’s experience exactly the way I wanted it.  I placed a window of the rules of the 

session permanently on the interface, so all participants would be able to access it, no 

matter when they dropping in or out.  Throughout the session, I was able to add 

additional whiteboards, s0 more than one participant could present at the same time.  I 

had the ability to increase the video window size, if I wanted to shift the focus of the 

session or use a document camera instead of the whiteboard.  Also, Connect allows you 

to set up predefined interfaces.  Thus, if in the first part of the session, the moderator 

wants to use a large video display for the content delivery, s/he set up the layout this 

way; then, if s/he wishes to change to a PowerPoint presentation without chat and video, 

it is possible to instantly change layouts, for this purpose.  There is also the option to 

make a “pod” full screen, so that the participants’ focus is pulled to the pod, and not to 

other text, charts, video, polls, etc.  This is by far the best feature of Connect, and allows 

for the best collaboration experience for clients.  I have not seen this feature in any other 

conferencing software. 

2. On-the-fly Polling.  Wimba requires all polling to be developed and posted prior to the 

session.  In Connect, it is possible to check for student understanding and make a quiz 

(poll) “on the fly.”  While preplanned quizzes are usually “better” quizzes, per se, it is 

often necessary to assess your audience’s basic level of understanding before you can 

adequately engage with them.  On-the-fly polling is a great tool for this situation. 

3. Whiteboard overlay.  Any document that can be shared can have a whiteboard 

overlay to provide markup notes.  The overlay can be hidden or revealed, when needed. 

4. Q&A collection window.  Chat windows can lead to questions that are presented, but 

never get answered.  The Q&A collection window prevents this from happening by 

providing the presenter(s) a focused window that collects these questions, so that they 

can be addressed and not forgotten. 

5. Multiple user video support.  This option can hog up bandwidth (currently), but this 

is a nice option, if it is needed.  Most presenters will probably not use this feature, but it 

is good to have it available, if the situation warrants using it. 

6. Notes window.  Another nice feature is that you can have a person assigned to take 

important notes during the session, so that clients who may arrive “late” to the session 

can browse quickly through the notes to catch up in the meeting/session.  I used this 

area to post permanent information for participants to reference (such as the 

expectations of the training).   This is not a feature of Wimba. 

7. Whiteboard tools do not take up space.  In Wimba, it is nice that the tools are 

always present, but they do take up valuable screen space.  Connect allows the tools to be 

collapsed and expanded and not visible to students since it is not necessary. 

8. So set up issues for participants (students).  Since Connect is Flash-based and 

98% of all computers have Flash, it works for just about everyone.   
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9. Mobile support.  I was concerned about Apple not supporting Flash on their mobile 

devices, iPads and iPhones.  However, I learned that they do provide mobile apps for 

these devices, and there is also an app for Andriod users.  I have not tested this with 

Wimba yet, but the Adobe Connect interface on the Android platform is awesome.  It is 

amazing that anyone can participate with any computer or mobile device.  This allows 

me to reach more students “on the go.” 

Conclusion 
Adobe Connect Pro Meeting is a great collaboration software with many features.  Wimba 

Classroom, Saba Centra, and Blackboard Collaborate all have similar features and can be used, 

but Connect clearly offers superior functionality.  It provides features that could greatly increase 

the effectiveness of online group learning.  The ease of use for both presenter and participants 

allows for efficient time-on-task and removes the worry related to technical issues.  Additionally, 

with the possibility of being able to connect to a large audience through the use of mobile 

applications, I believe that any additional associated costs would be well justified, given our goal 

is to connect with and retain students. 
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to the guided solution presented in MyAcademicWorkshop that is designed to assist 
students in becoming more independent, self –confident, efficient learners.   
 
 
Using LSI’s software and services tools to deliver a comprehensive Student Retention 
Solution will be of tremendous value to UMKC and the learning community it servers. 
 
This Link-Systems International, Inc. package shows how dynamic online support and 
services can be when we work together with the local talent that you have at UMKC to 
serve the greater good of your at-risk students. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact Information: 
Trey Bruns 
Director, Sales 
Link-Systems International, Inc. 
(813) 732-8441 
tbruns@link-systems.com 
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Executive Summary 
 
Powered by a best-in-class interface that makes it easier to talk about challenging 
subjects, NetTutor provides the most student-friendly online tutoring environment 
available, conducted by local peer tutors who really understand how to help today’s 
students learn. 
 
Setting the standard in online tutoring service, NetTutor deploys a powerful whiteboard 
interface – complete with necessary tools and symbols – to provide the learning 
environment appropriate to today’s students.  
 
Conducting an advanced program of tutor training and operating out of a single facility, 
NetTutor actively matches the level of assistance to the needs of the student and the 
expectations of the instructor. Tutors must fully grasp the field in which they tutor, yet 
they are able to communicate in a way that creates student success. 
 
NetTutor is an effective and efficient online learning solution that is proven to elevate 
students’ academic performance. This document outlines NetTutor’s online tutoring 
technologies and services that will undoubtedly increase students’ exam scores as well as 
teach them the learning skills needed for continued improvement. NetTutor is also a 
proven solution for increasing student retention rates. 
 
NetTutor was the first synchronous online tutoring company made available to major 
textbook publishing companies in 1996. As an innovator, Link-Systems International 
(LSI) developed the first web-based whiteboard collaboration tool (the 
WorldWideWhiteboard) strictly tailored for educational purposes.  LSI has over a decade 
of experience as an online tutoring company.  We provide technology and services for 
more than 200 universities, colleges, and organizations and currently serve over 50,000 
students.  LSI’s vast experience, as well as our team of extremely talented and 
experienced developers, has led to the current and most advanced version (NetTutor® 
v5.1) to enhance distance learning.  Today, the NetTutor technology and services are 
available to textbook publishing companies, higher-education institutions, career 
colleges, virtual high schools, and campus-based K-12 schools. 
 
All of our tutors are required to work in our Tampa, Florida office under the supervision 
of a tutoring manager.  Our tutors use a library of textbooks and other materials obtained 
directly from the educational institution or publishing company to help students 
understand problems and concepts by using examples directly from their course 
materials.   
 
In addition, access to NetTutor can be integrated into any online learning center or 
website.  Using our tools to deliver tutoring via the Internet will result in being of 
tremendous value to your institution and the community that you serve, as the Internet 
infrastructure for distance learning activities continues to change and grow. 
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About NetTutor 
 
Overview 
 
NetTutor is a revolutionary learning environment for use in distance education and 
training. It is an online learning solution that is platform independent, thereby allowing 
students to use their own computers to access tutoring help in real time with live, 
qualified tutors. NetTutor also gives students the ability to search threaded archives of 
previous tutoring sessions.  
 
One of the best features of NetTutor is its speed because it was designed to run efficiently 
with low bandwidth.  In fact, instructors and students can use NetTutor with their home 
PC and a high speed or dial up connection to the Internet. Using NetTutor does not 
require any timely software installation or additional hardware; it only requires the client 
have a Java and JavaScript-enabled version of Netscape or Microsoft Internet Explorer. 
 
LSI provides comprehensive tutoring services for a variety of subjects at all levels.  Most 
LSI tutoring professionals alternate between LSI tutor assignments and full-time teaching 
or graduate-level studies.  Each tutor must meet all qualifications described in the 
“Qualifications, Responsibilities, and Duties” section located on page 4 of this document. 
 
We differentiate ourselves from other online tutoring companies by requiring our tutors 
to work onsite in our Tampa, Florida office under the supervision of a tutoring manager.  
This ensures that there are no cultural gaps or lack of tutoring standards. It also gives 
tutors access to our library of textbooks and other materials, and creates a seamless 
communication channel between tutors and managers.   
 
One of the reasons the NetTutor service is so effective is that we require our tutors to 
have access to the same course materials students are using in their courses. This way, 
our tutors can help the students understand a problem or concept utilizing examples from 
the same source material. We keep all course materials securely stored in our tutoring 
center located within LSI’s Tampa, Florida office.   
 
We currently has a core group of tutors that monitor pedagogical developments, the 
interaction of customer requirements with established policy, and who moderate a 
continuous discussion of best-practices elements of the program and broadcast to-be-
avoided elements should they appear.  All tutors receive an annual evaluation, and in turn 
draw upon varying relations with the academic community to evaluate current policies. 
 
In particular, we are currently preparing to conduct a tutor certification program designed 
both to establish uniformity with the standards of the National Tutoring Association and 
to motivate self-growth among tutors. Throughout, a key component of the service is its 
ability to integrate top-down and bottom-up methods, relying both upon the initiative of 
determined tutors and also upon the prerogative of tutoring management to require that 
agreed-upon guidelines are met. 
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Covered Subjects 
 
LSI offers tutoring expertise in the following areas: 
 

* General Mathematics  
* Algebra 
* Geometry 
* Trigonometry 
* Calculus 
* Statistics 
* Differential Equations 
* Astronomy 
* Chemistry 
* Biology 
* Physics 
* Economics 

* Finance 
* Accounting 
* Management 
* English 
* Arts 
* History 
* Foreign Language 
* English Composition 
* Information Technology 
* Criminal Justice 
* Paralegal Studies   

 
(Italicized subjects also tutored in Spanish) 

 
Additional subjects may be offered should demand exist. 
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Qualifications, Responsibilities, and Duties 
 
Qualifications 

 Masters/Doctoral level graduate, with documented teaching or tutoring experience 
if not currently enrolled in school.  

 If currently enrolled in graduate or undergraduate-level studies, has completed a 
minimum of 2 years of study in concentrating area. 

 Minimum overall GPA 3.0, with no grade less than a B in tutoring subjects. 
 Strong verbal communication skills. 
 Patience in working with students for whom learning does not come easily. 
 Responsible, dependable, and organized work habits. 

 
Tutor Responsibilities 

 Facilitate development of learning skills and concepts. 
 Assist students in solving problems, without doing their work for them. 
 Provide guidance and encouragement, and maintain a positive attitude. 
 Answer and ask questions. 
 Encourage good study habits.  
 Hold individual and small group tutoring sessions. 
 Tutor in more than one content area. 
 Available for tutoring no less than twenty hours per week. 
 Attend weekly supervisory meetings. 
 Facilitate learning and don't lecture the material. 
 Answer specific questions about material presented. 
 Assist students in learning problem-solving strategies and methods of studying. 
 Attend a tutor training session each quarter.  
 Keep proper records and turn them in to LSI. 
 Complete program evaluations as requested by the tutor program sponsor. 

 
Student Responsibilities 

 Study the course material before each tutor session 
 Come to each session prepared with specific questions.  
 Attend EACH class. A tutor session is not an acceptable substitute for a missed 

class.  
 Notify the tutor program coordinator of any problems.  
 Complete program evaluations as requested by the tutor program coordinator. 
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Availability 
 
LSI estimates that in order for a tutor to fully answer a student’s question, between 5-20 
minutes should be spent with the student on-line (an average of 3-5 consecutive questions 
answered per hour).  The Question and Answer Center is available for students to post 
offline questions to a tutor 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  The Paper Review Center is 
also available for students to submit papers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with a turn-
around for proofed papers of 48 business hours. 
 
Should peak hours require additional tutoring support to fit the students’ needs, LSI will 
adjust the tutoring schedule accordingly. 
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Tracking and Reporting 
 
LSI will provide detailed usage reports and routine access to an online system that 
provides up-to-the-minute details. The reports include, but are not limited to information 
such as when tutors were on line, how many questions were submitted, and the average 
length of time spent answering a question. 
 
Summary information along with details of a specific session is also available. This 
database is updated in real time, and made available either via e-mail attachment or URL 
posting. 
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Summary 
 
NetTutor allows students the ability to obtain live tutoring in real time from any location 
that has Internet access.  NetTutor can also provide instructors the tools needed for easy 
management of classrooms and subject materials, as well as provide their own tutoring or 
office hours.  The NetTutor service is far more than just the WorldWideWhiteboard 
online collaboration tool. Our tutors have the ability to assist with general subject 
questions or with an exact problem the student may be having trouble with. They are also 
experienced in a variety of disciplines and are accessible 80 hours per week. Students 
may submit offline questions and papers 24/7. Instructors can provide LSI with their 
teaching materials and our tutors will provide assistance based on the student’s specific 
curriculum and textbook. 
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About the WorldWideWhiteboard® 
 
Overview 
 
The greatest feature of our communication utility is still the speed in which the 
WorldWideWhiteboard processes data.  Dozens of users can be spread out all over the 
world (even Beijing, China), and still have an efficient online conference in real time 
without the need to download any software! All a user needs is a Java/JavaScript enabled, 
modern version of Netscape or Microsoft Internet Explorer. By being very bandwidth 
friendly, it continues to provide virtually immediate collaboration globally. 
 
The WorldWideWhiteboard supports a variety of client platforms, including Windows 
95/98/Me/2000/NT/XP/Vista, many flavors of UNIX, and Macintosh OS 8 or higher 
(including OS X).  Servers that we support include Windows NT, Linux, and Solaris. 
 
The WorldWideWhiteboard has many customizable features, including chatting, text 
communication, drawing, URL sharing, special symbols, image and audio file loading, 
polling, private messaging, application viewing, and post-process editing capabilities.  
Threaded archives are automatically created from all live sessions and can be accessed by 
group administrators. 
 
While the WorldWideWhiteboard requires no software downloads on the part of the 
client, we have added a plug-in to enable certain new conferencing features. It does not 
need to be installed to obtain functionality. Our latest version of the 
WorldWideWhiteboard continues to provide a user-friendly environment for synchronous 
communication via the Internet. 
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Layout and design 
 

 
The WorldWideWhiteboard, depicted above, shows the default tool bar buttons. 

 
The WorldWideWhiteboard contains a large whiteboard region for students and tutors to 
visually interact and communicate with.  
 
The WorldWideWhiteboard is designed for the interaction between a class leader and 
several students simultaneously.  When the student enters the class leader’s classroom, 
they are placed in a queue in the area just to the right of the whiteboard viewing area. The 
class leader has the authorization to enable or disable each student’s ability to write on 
the whiteboard, use the microphone, chat in the chat area, or display video.  NetTutor 
tutors are not currently tutoring using audio and video (due to contractual relationships 
with our existing customers).  Many customers that license NetTutor and choose to 
provide their own tutoring have opted for the audio and video functionality.  
 
Along the left-hand side is the customizable tool bar. It provides special symbols and 
shapes, color and line thickness selection, highlighting, and cursor movement.  The 
selection of available buttons is fully customizable by your developers, as well as a group 
setting controlled by the group administrator. 
 
On the right side is a user list, which is used in the Live Class mode of the 
WorldWideWhiteboard.  This user list shows which users are in the session, allows the 
leader of the session to control read-write access to the whiteboard and chat area, allows 
users to send private messages, and allows leaders to send poll questions to the users in 
the session.   
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Along the top is a menu bar with various pull-down items. A few of the functions 
included in the pull down menus are:  the ability to import files directly onto the 
WorldWideWhiteboard, clear the WorldWideWhiteboard, and capture images on other 
parts of your screen and load them into the WorldWideWhiteboard.   
 
At the bottom are the chat box, status line, and buttons that perform specific functions. 
The status line displays real-time information, such as queue status, submission status, 
the subject of the session, who the participants are, and the chat dialog.  
 
Communication modes 
 
Synchronous Communication 
 
The WorldWideWhiteboard handles several real-time modes, including: 
 

 Tutorial-mode.  A one-on-one, interactive session, where all participants may 
watch, but only one user at a time may interact with the leader.  

 
 Classroom-mode.  A multi-user session, where a single leader is designated, 

who has the capacity to control the flow of dialog, switch between multiple 
boards, and enable/disable write access.  The leader also has control over 
polling, answering “raised hands”, and can permanently remove a user from 
the current chat session. 

 
 Chat-mode.  A multi-user, leader less session, where everyone can participate 

in a peer-to-peer chat as equals. 
 
Asynchronous Communication  
 
The WorldWideWhiteboard handles several offline modes, including: 
 

 Submission mode.  Allows users to submit postings offline, for the leader (or 
other users) to respond to.  The users can then go back later to retrieve the 
response. Email notifications are automatically sent to users indicating that 
their questions have been answered. 

 
 Threaded-posting mode.  Users may “post” whiteboards for review and 

comment by other users.  Multiple re-posts of a message are shown as 
“threaded” listings of entries. 
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Static Communication 
 
Virtually every tutoring session may be saved, or archived, during a session.  
Additionally, these archives may be edited or refined for later viewing.  This includes 
spell checking, formatting, and better organizing the submission.  Whether you edit the 
postings or not, users can be granted access to them in any customized directory structure 
you choose.   
 
Paper Center 
The Paper Center allows users to upload papers to the server, and allows them to be later 
reviewed and marked by tutors/instructors.  The Paper Center provides a central 
repository for all uploaded and proofed papers.  Papers are automatically queued so they 
can be worked on in the same order they were submitted.   
 
The annotation toolset for marking papers includes all standard paper proofing marks, 
and can be linked to an English Handbook giving students a comprehensive explanation 
of the markings on his/her paper. Once the paper has been proofed, the student receives 
an email notifying them that their paper has been proofed and may be retrieved. 
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NetTutor® User Features 
 
Whiteboard functionality 
 
Image and Audio Loading 
Allows users to load prepared images (GIF, JPEG) and prepared audio files (.AU) onto 
the WorldWideWhiteboard. Once a web-supported multimedia file is loaded onto the 
WorldWideWhiteboard, it can be copied, moved, deleted, and annotated like any other 
WorldWideWhiteboard object. 
 
Private Messaging 
Allows two or more people in a group to message one another privately, student-to-
student or instructor-to-student.  
 
Font Color Control 
Allows users can change the color of their font when writing on the whiteboard to 
highlight a particular item.  
 
File incorporation 
Allows the upload Microsoft Office files onto the whiteboard for annotation.  Any 
annotations would be made to the whiteboard itself and not the file.  This is an 
automation of the existing cut & paste process for ease of uploading multi-page 
documents.  There are no limits imposed on the number of participating users, or 
maximum file size, by the Software. 
 
Group leader features 
 
Virtual-hand Raising 
Allows students to virtually raise their hand to notify the instructor that he or she has a 
specific question. 
  
Question Polling 
Provides the instructor the ability to ask the group a question with answers automatically 
tallied and displayed to the instructor. 
 
Leader Takeover 
Provides a mechanism for one leader to take over a live tutorial session started by 
another, regardless of the tutor’s physical location. 
 
Worksheet/Testing 
Allows instructors to create and post a homework assignment or test to the Worksheet 
Center. Users can respond and the answers can be graded. 
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Web conferencing 
 
Live discussions using premade Sessions 
This was created to serve a slide show. A session can be created with multiple pages 
(using PowerPoint, for example), and then imported to display a slide show.  This 
function requires the group leader to work from a Microsoft Windows environment. 
 
Broadcast Audio 
Allows the integration of any third-party Voice over IP utility.  Live audio can be 
streamed via the Internet to session participants, or users may chat with each other in 
real-time, depending on which third-party software is selected.  There are no limits 
imposed on the number of participating users by the Software. 
 
Application Viewing 
Allows users to open any application on their desktop, and that screen image, as the 
lesson slide, is sent to participants in the session. For instance, presentation slides can be 
integrated into the whiteboard so presenters or participants can make notes on the slides 
as the demonstration is in progress, for more detailed instruction, emphasis, or 
clarification. The presenter also sets the interval at which the image is captured and sent 
to participants, making it bandwidth-friendly.  There are no limits imposed on the number 
of participating users.  This function requires the group leader to work from a Microsoft 
Windows environment. 
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Minimum System Requirements 
 
Client Requirements 
 
Windows Client 
 

* 166 MHz Pentium processor 
* Windows 95/ 98/ Me/2000/XP/Vista  
* 128 MB of RAM for Windows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 6a or later 
* Internet Explorer version 6 + 7, Netscape 8, Firefox 2.0 
* 28,800 bps or faster modem, ISDN, DSL, Cable, or LAN connection  
* 8 MB of free hard disk space 

 
Macintosh Client 
 

* 180 MHz Power PC 603, 200 MHz Power PC 604 recommended 
* 64 MB RAM for MacOS X 
* Safari 2.0 and FireFox 2.0 
* 28,800 bps or faster modem, ISDN, DSL, Cable, or LAN connection 
* 8 MB of free hard disk space 

 
Server Requirements 
 
Unix Server 
  

* Linux RedHat 7, 9, Enterprise 3, 4, 5. CentOS 4, 5 or other supported UNIX 
servers 

* 512 MB RAM 
* 1GB Hard Disk space 
* Apache 1.3+, 2.0+, Perl 5.004+ 
* MySQL, Oracle 

  
Windows Server 

 
* Windows server 2000, 2003 
* 512 MB RAM 
* 1GB Hard Disk space 
* IIS 4.0+, Apache 1.3+ 
* MySQL, Oracle, SQL Server, or any ODBC-supported database 
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About Link-Systems International, Inc. 
 
LSI Mission Statement 
 
Link-Systems International is the leader in providing integrated technology and service 
solutions to educators in order to improve the quality of education and training, ensure 
student success and retention, and provide affordable education to students, workers, and 
their families. 
 
Our Company 
 
Link-Systems International, Incorporated (LSI) is a privately held, technology services, 
and content development company that has been dedicated to student success and student 
retention in K-12 Education, Higher Education, and Workforce Development Education 
since 1995. 

Our core technologies include a very flexible online tutoring/teaching platform, an online 
grade book, an online algorithm engine with metadata and workflow capabilities, and an 
online business intelligence/data mining technology designed to provide real-time alerts 
regarding student/school/teacher performance, attendance, and other metrics.   

Our core services include content development, consulting, and online tutoring through 
our NetTutor® brand.   

Our customers include K-12 publishers, higher education publishers, virtual high schools, 
higher education institutions, technology companies, and Joint Programs dedicated to 
providing online educational content to members of Organized Labor and their families. 

We are located in Tampa, Florida, a few miles from the University of South Florida. 
Along with the Moffitt Cancer Center -- one of the premier medical research institutions 
in the United States -- USF has excellent Engineering, Computer Science, and 
Mathematics programs, providing LSI many of its employees. 

Launched in 1995, LSI has created several unique and powerful technologies, which 
facilitate the sharing of content over the Internet. We specialize in mathematics, 
technical, and scientific content the most critical types of online content with respect to 
student success, and the most difficult to share online. 

Today, LSI is recognized by a variety of publishers and educational institutions not only 
for its high-quality work and dedication to meeting commitments, but also for its unique 
ability to develop digital strategies that are custom tailored to the needs of its customers.  
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Our partners and customers have come to value and trust LSI because we are the only 
company that offers a complete suite of interoperable solutions that address the entire life 
cycle of the student, with an overt focus on the bottom line:  Student Success and Student 
Retention.  That student life cycle includes: 

* Online Assessment and Placement 
* Content Authoring 
* Content Recovery, Content Management, and Metadata Management 
* Online Teaching, Collaboration, and Tutoring 
* Online Homework and Testing 
* Online Grade book Technologies 
* Online Real-Time Performance Monitoring and Intervention 

 
Through a relationship with LSI, educators acquire the ability to construct a complete, 
holistic approach to Student Success and Student Retention.  
 
Corporate Executive Team 
 
Vincent T. Forese, President, Chief Executive Officer 
William K. Barter, Senior Vice President, Sales, Marketing, & Business Development 
Dr. Emil Moskona, Senior Vice President, Chief Operating Officer 
Dr. Yanmu Zhou, Senior Vice President, Chief Technology Officer 
Dr. Milena Moskova, Vice President, Research and Development 
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Our Customers 
 
A partial list of the various schools and companies we work with. 
 
Business Customers: 

* Association of Joint 
Labor/Management Educational 
Programs 

* Communication Workers of 
America 

* Earth Pledge 
* International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Workers 

* Los Angeles Department of Water 
and Power 

* Nurture New York Nature 
* Qwest Communications 
* United Steel Workers of America 
* Verizon, Inc. 

 
Publishing Customers: 

* Bedford, Freeman & Worth 
* Cengage Learning 
* Houghton Mifflin Company 
* John Wiley and Sons 

* Key College Publishing 
* McDougal Littell, Inc. 
* The McGraw-Hill Companies 
* Pearson Education 

 
Academic Customers: 

* American Intercontinental 
University 

* Arizona Western College 
* Ashford University 
* California State University 
* Central Piedmont Community 

College 
* Chattahoochee Technical College 
* College Board 
* CCS Web Academy 
* Cumberland County Schools 
* Delgado Community College 
* Fanshawe College 
* Florida Virtual School 
* Georgia Virtual School 
* Independence University 
* Johns Hopkins University 
* Kaplan University 
* Keiser University 
* Limestone College 
* Mississippi Virtual Public School 
* Mount San Antonio College 

* Pima Community College 
* Rockwood School District 
* San Diego Community College 
* San Diego Mesa College 
* SUNY – Cortland 
* SUNY – Delhi 
* Texas Tech University 
* Union County College 
* University of Arkansas 
* University of Canterbury 
* University of Central Florida 
* University of Colorado-Denver 
* University of Georgia 
* University of Idaho 
* University of New Orleans 
* University of Phoenix 
* University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee 
* Utah Valley University 
* Weber State University 
* Youngstown State University 

 
Platform Customers: 

* AcademicOne 
* Blackboard 
* Content on Demand 

* Pearson eCollege 
* Embanet 
* Jones Knowledge Group 
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Executive Summary 
 
Link-Systems International, Inc. (LSI) is a privately held, technology services and content 
development company that has been dedicated to student success and student retention in K-12 
education, higher education, and workforce development education since 1995. 
  
We have a successful track record of engagements that include testbank-to-online-homework 
content conversion, learning object creation, system integration, licensing of our 
WorldWideWhiteboard® platform for online teaching/learning, licensing of our Information 
Visibility Services (IVS), and licensing of our NetTutor® online tutoring service for Math, 
English, and other disciplines. 
 
One of the reasons the NetTutor service is so effective is that we will require our tutors to have 
access to the same materials students use in their courses at University of Missouri-Kansas City. 
This allows our tutors to help students understand a problem or concept employing the same 
examples and methods students are learning from. By offering integrated online tutoring support 
to University of Missouri-Kansas City students, NetTutor will have a positive influence on 
student retention and persistence and impact student’s academic success. 
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NetTutor® Online Tutoring Service 
 
Features & Benefits 
 
 Experienced and financially-sound online tutoring company providing services since 1996 
 All tutors located in the U.S. and educated in the U.S. 
 NetTutor tutors help students understand problems and concepts using examples directly 

from their course materials, a library of textbooks and other materials obtained from the 
educational institution or publishing company. 

 Tutors are accessible 24/7/365 in core subject areas.  
 Seamless integration into an online learning management system, website, or any other web-

based learning portal.    
 Real-time usage reports and routine access to an online system that provides up-to-the-

minute details.  
 Co-branded interface be customized to include university logo, branding, and colors.   
 Unlimited administrative-level customer support and training to ensure the successful 

implementation. 
 Free upgrades during life of valid license. 
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WorldWideWhiteboard® 
 
Features & Benefits 
 
 Queued, one-on-one tutorial board. 
 Peer-to-peer or Leader-led group/classroom board. 
 Threaded message center. 
 Archive centers. 
 Worksheet, Q&A, and Paper Centers. 
 Additional SDK implementation options detailed in the API. 
 Dashboard interface includes co-branded pages to allow your meetings and events to be 

customized to include your logo, branding, and a unique URL. 
 Unlimited administrative-level customer support and training to ensure the successful 

implementation of the WorldWideWhiteboard. 
 Free upgrades during life of valid license. 
 100% Satisfaction Guarantee – or your money back! 
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MyAcademicWorkshop™ 
 
Features & Benefits 
 
 Online portal for organizing and presenting educational goals, learning objectives, 

standards, and assessments 
 Pre-loaded with thousands of questions created by our subject matter experts 
 Access to a bank of algorithmically-generated questions 
 More than 10 different answer types, many of which may be customized to meet the needs 

of the discipline 
 28 “guidelines” that may be set to tell the system how to grade assignments 
 Flexible pricing options 
 Custom reports that contain information about student and instructor performance, in real-

time 
 Seamless integration into an online learning management system, website, or any other web-

based learning portal.  
 Unlimited administrative-level customer support and training to ensure the successful 

implementation. 
 Free upgrades during life of valid license. 
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Information Visibility Services™ 
 
Features & Benefits 
 
 Aggregates data from multiple sources without the need for data migration, centralization or 

reengineered data structures 
 A decision support system that provides on-demand, clear, visual access to your data 
 When user-defined performance metrics are triggered, the notification module distributes 

alerts to MSN Messenger, email, SMS, telephone or cell phone – or any combination 
 Easy to read dashboard displays information directly on your desktop and can be used to 

maximize decision-making, improve awareness, and improve quality and performance 
 Custom settings remain available for reuse and editing 
 Uses patented database technology for instant analyses 
 System is not slowed by complex analyses 
 Users are not "locked out" from making data entries during analyses 
 Browser-based access and can be customized for individual use (self-service   dashboards 

for modeling and alerts 
 Unlimited administrative-level customer support and training to ensure the successful 

implementation. 
 Free upgrades during life of valid license. 
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Our Customers 
 
A partial list of the various schools and companies with which we work: 

 
Business Customers: 

* Association of Joint 
Labor/Management Educational 
Programs 

* Communication Workers of America 
* Earth Pledge 
* International Brotherhood of Electrical 

Workers 

* Los Angeles Department of Water and 
Power 

* Nurture New York Nature 
* Qwest Communications 
* United Steel Workers of America 
* Verizon, Inc. 

 
Publishing Customers: 

* Bedford, Freeman & Worth 
* Cengage Learning 
* Houghton Mifflin Company 
* John Wiley and Sons 

* Key College Publishing 
* McDougal Littell, Inc. 
* The McGraw-Hill Companies 
* Pearson Education 

 
Academic Customers: 

* American Intercontinental University 
* Arizona Western College 
* Ashford University 
* California State University 
* Central Piedmont Community College 
* Chattahoochee Technical College 
* Chattanooga State University 
* College Board 
* CCS Web Academy 
* Cumberland County Schools 
* Delgado Community College 
* Fanshawe College 
* Florida Virtual School 
* Georgia Virtual School 
* Independence University 
* Johns Hopkins University 
* Kaplan University 
* Keiser University 
* Limestone College 
* Mississippi Virtual Public School 
* Mount San Antonio College 

* Pima Community College 
* Rockwood School District 
* San Diego Community College 
* San Diego Mesa College 
* SUNY – Cortland 
* SUNY – Delhi 
* Texas Tech University 
* Union County College 
* University of Arkansas 
* University of Canterbury 
* University of Central Florida 
* University of Colorado-Denver 
* University of Georgia 
* University of Idaho 
* University of New Orleans 
* University of Phoenix 
* University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
* Utah Valley University 
* Weber State University 
* Youngstown State University 

 
Platform Customers: 

* AcademicOne 
* Blackboard 
* Content on Demand 

* Pearson eCollege 
* Embanet 
* Jones Knowledge Group 
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Introduction 
This white paper discusses how using an online tutoring service rather than creating “in‐house” online 

tutoring  to provide online tutoring to students can be cost effective. Using an online tutoring service to 

handle online tutoring rather than using an in‐house solution will lower costs because a university or 

other educational institution can avoid hiring and training additional tutors; paying tutors for additional 

hours worked and overtime; hiring, training, and paying tutoring managers; paying for tutoring 

resources, such as computers; and so on. In addition, the online tutoring service will have a director and 

staff to handle the hiring, training, and monitoring of tutors at no additional cost.  

 

Background 
As students’ needs grow, educational institutions across the nation aim to provide students with greater 

access to support services. Although most institutions find it easy to provide on‐campus support in the 

form of peer tutoring, many institutions grapple with the best way to provide support to students who 

cannot or do not wish to be on campus. In recent years, distance education has developed to include 

services that are provided online, which allow students to obtain assistance almost anywhere and at 

nearly any time. An online environment theoretically allows students to receive assistance that is similar 

to or identical to the assistance they would receive on campus or in a “face‐to‐face” environment. This 

assistance includes tutoring. Since the mid‐1990s, online tutoring services not associated with 

educational institutions have emerged as a solution to the need to provide students with online support. 

Although no two services are alike, in general, online tutoring services can provide students with 

convenient, easy‐to‐use, and integrated support. Of course, it is possible that an institution’s in‐house 

online tutoring could provide these benefits as well. However, it’s important to look at the costs that are 

associated with providing online tutoring support, especially 24/7 support, and managing and 

monitoring the tutoring. Often, it appears that institutions struggle with providing support during “peak” 

hours (approximately 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., every day) and managing and monitoring tutors during those 

hours. Institutions must also consider the cost of paying additional tutors or paying for additional 

support hours, which includes paying tutors during “idle” time, paying overtime and employee benefits, 

paying for tutor training, paying a manager to oversee the tutors, paying for resources (electricity, 

computers, and so on), and possibly paying for the use of a platform that will allow for synchronous 

interaction between tutor and student. 

 

Solution  
It is proposed that institutions interested in reducing costs while providing high‐quality online support 

services use an online tutoring service rather than using in‐house online tutoring. One of the clearest 

advantages of using an online tutoring service is the savings per hour. An institution must pay its tutors 

by the hour regardless of how much of that hour is spent actually tutoring students; the online tutoring 

service is only paid for the time spent tutoring. If, for example, an institution pays a peer tutor 12 dollars 
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per hour and the tutor only spends 20 minutes (the average length of most tutoring sessions) of that 

hour tutoring, the institution is paying 12 dollars for 20 minutes of tutoring. On the other hand, if the 

institution were paying an online tutoring service at an hourly rate of 29 dollars but the institution only 

paid for time spent tutoring, the institution would pay approximately $9.67 for 20 minutes of tutoring. 

Furthermore, the institution would likely need to pay a tutoring manager to oversee the tutor’s work, 

which could cost at least an additional 12 dollars per hour, if not more. Therefore, the price per hour 

becomes 24 dollars (12 dollars for the tutor and 12 dollars for the tutoring manager), regardless of the 

time spent tutoring or the number of students served.  

Let us say a peer tutor works an eight‐hour day at 12 dollars per hour. That equals 96 dollars per day, 

regardless of the time spent actually tutoring. Let us say a peer tutor averages about one 20‐minute 

session per hour, equaling 160 minutes total, or 2.5 hours per day. That means an institution is paying 

$96.00 for 2.5 hours of tutoring, or approximately $38.40 per hour of tutoring. Obviously, this amount is 

much higher than the amount the institution would pay per hour for an online tutoring service. (At 29 

dollars per hour, the institution would pay the online tutoring service $72.50 for 2.5 hours of tutoring.) 

Furthermore, this amount does not account for the additional cost to manage and monitor the tutor 

during the entire eight‐hour shift, and it does not account for the cost of electricity and resources. In 

addition, the savings over time are relevant. For example, if the institution were paying $96.00/day for 

2.5 hours of tutoring, that is a cost of $672/week, $2,688/month, and $32,256/year, whereas the cost 

with the online tutoring service would be as follows: $72.50/day, $507.50/week, $2,030/month, and 

$24,360/year. That is a savings of at least $7,896/year, not including the additional costs of managing 

and monitoring the tutors, staffing tutors during peak hours, training tutors, and resources.  

In short, according to Wright (2002): 

 A peer‐tutoring program (PTP) requires that the school hire at least one additional full‐time 
employee (the Peer Tutoring Program Supervisor), 

 A PTP requires use of school premises for tutoring, 

 A PTP requires tutor and “tutee” buy in, 

 And, finally, a PTP requires extensive record‐keeping procedures.  
 

Using an online tutoring service would allow an institution to only pay for the time spent tutoring 

students rather than paying an hourly rate for peer tutors. In addition, the cost of staffing tutors during 

peak hours, managing and monitoring the tutors, and all other costs would be included in the online 

tutoring service’s hourly rate. Obviously, the institution would not have to pay for tutor and staff 

benefits, tutor and staff overtime, and additional resources, as this would be handled by the online 

tutoring service.  

 

The NetTutor® Online Tutoring Service 

Link‐Systems International, Inc. (LSI) provides online tutoring through the NetTutor® Online Tutoring 

Service. NetTutor was created in 1996 by a group of mathematics professors at the University of South 
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Florida in Tampa, where LSI is still based. The NetTutor team – including the director, tutoring managers, 

and tutors – is required to work from LSI’s Tampa, Florida headquarters. LSI believes that having the 

tutoring team working together from a single location provides many benefits to the team and the 

clients, including the ability to customize the tutoring by quickly and efficiently disseminating 

information, policies, and best practices methods pertinent to each client. Moreover, all tutors are 

under direct and constant supervision as the director and tutoring managers are working in the same 

office. This allows LSI to monitor tutor work and ensure it is of high quality. Furthermore, all tutors 

receive initial and ongoing training and one‐on‐one coaching to ensure online tutoring best practices are 

being upheld, morale is high, and students are receiving the help they need. A hallmark of the NetTutor 

service is that the tutors guide students through problems, but never provide answers. In this way, 

NetTutor helps to develop students’ critical‐thinking skills, problem‐solving skills, and capacity to work 

independently. Not only does faculty agree with the NetTutor approach, but students like it, too. Being 

guided through a problem rather than being told the answer is empowering for students. Tutors use a 

Socratic method to engage students in a dialogue, among other methods, and tutors are trained not 

only in how to use the software but also in learning theory, learning styles, and empathizing with 

students, especially adult learners and ELLs.  

A unique aspect of NetTutor is its commitment to customized online tutoring. LSI works closely with its 

clients to establish “rules of engagement” (ROE), guidelines for tutor‐and‐student interaction. If, for 

example, an institution wants online tutoring to act as an extension of its on‐ground tutoring and 

support services, this can be arranged. In fact, many NetTutor clients report that their students cannot 

tell the difference between the institution’s tutors and the NetTutor staff. NetTutor can mirror or 

supplement the student support services being provided at an institution. To provide service that is 

tailored to the needs of each individual student, NetTutor staff work with an institution’s faculty and 

staff to create ROE, obtain syllabi and other course materials, and even make sure the tutors have the 

same textbooks an institution’s students are using.  

Accessing NetTutor is easy–all that is required is an Internet connection–and NetTutor can be seamlessly 

and quickly integrated with any learning management system at no extra charge to the client. In fact, 

NetTutor clients receive assistance not only with system integration but also with faculty and student 

orientation and training (both in person and online, upon request), promotion of NetTutor and 

marketing materials, and monitoring of and regular reporting on student usage. There is no set‐up fee, 

no maintenance fee, and clients only pay for what they use–unused hours are “rolled over” at the end of 

a year or billing cycle. In addition, LSI will work with clients to place governors on usage, if necessary. LSI 

provides 24‐hour customer support in English and Spanish and regular access to the NetTutor director 

and tutoring managers. 

Finally, recent research shows that having access to NetTutor can increase student retention. In an 

independent study conducted by Dr. Gladis Kersaint, Professor of Mathematics Education at the 

University of South Florida, students in College Algebra who had access to NetTutor were more likely to 

complete the course and scored better on the final exam. In fact, Dr. Kersaint’s research showed that 

even one visit to NetTutor increased a student’s chances of completing the course (Kersaint et al, 2011). 
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Conclusion 

Using an online tutoring service rather than trying to provide in‐house online tutoring can be cost 

effective for educational institutions. Because an institution must pay tutors an hourly rate, it is feasible 

that an institution would pay a peer tutor for idle time. On the other hand, an institution would pay an 

online tutoring service only for the time spent tutoring. Therefore, the money put towards tutoring 

would be better spent if it paid for tutoring time. In addition, research shows that in‐house tutoring 

programs must account for the cost of paying a tutoring supervisor, and in‐house online tutoring is no 

exception. With an online tutoring service, this provision is already accounted for in the hourly rate. 

Furthermore, using an online tutoring service allows an institution to save money not only on staffing 

but also on training and resources. It is estimated that several thousand dollars per year could be saved 

by using an online tutoring service.  
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About Link‐Systems International, Inc. 

LSI Mission Statement 

Link‐Systems International is the leader in providing integrated technology and service solutions to 

educators in order to improve the quality of education and training, ensure student success and 

retention, and provide affordable education to students, workers, and their families. 

Our Company 

Link‐Systems International, Incorporated (LSI) is a privately held technology services and content 

development company that has been dedicated to student success and student retention in K‐12 

education, higher education, and workforce development education since 1995. 

Our core technologies include a very flexible online tutoring/teaching platform, an online grade book, an 

online algorithm engine with metadata and workflow capabilities, and an online business 

intelligence/data mining technology designed to provide real‐time alerts regarding 

student/school/teacher performance, attendance, and other metrics.   

Our core services include content development, consulting, and online tutoring through our NetTutor® 

brand.   

Our customers include K‐12 publishers, higher education publishers, virtual high schools, higher 

education institutions, technology companies, and joint programs dedicated to providing online 

educational content to members of organized labor and their families. 

We are located in Tampa, Florida, a few miles from the University of South Florida. Along with the 

Moffitt Cancer Center ‐‐ one of the premier medical research institutions in the United States ‐‐ USF has 

excellent engineering, computer science, and mathematics programs, providing LSI many of its 

employees. 

Launched in 1995, LSI has created several unique and powerful technologiesthat facilitate the sharing of 

content over the Internet. We specialize in mathematics, technical, and scientific content ‐‐ the most 

critical types of online content with respect to student success, and the most difficult to share online. 

Today, LSI is recognized by a variety of publishers and educational institutions not only for its high‐

quality work and dedication to meeting commitments, but also for its unique ability to develop digital 

strategies that are custom tailored to the needs of its customers.  

Our partners and customers have come to value and trust LSI because we are the only company that 

offers a complete suite of interoperable solutions that address the entire life cycle of the student, with 

an overt focus on the bottom line:  student success and student retention.  That student life cycle 

includes: 

* Online Assessment and Placement 
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* Content Authoring 

* Content Recovery, Content Management, and Metadata Management 

* Online Teaching, Collaborating, and Tutoring 

* Online Homework and Testing 

* Online Grade Book Technologies 

* Online Real‐Time Performance Monitoring and Intervention 

Through a relationship with LSI, educators acquire the ability to construct a complete, holistic approach 

to student success and student retention.  
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